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~

commentaries are those of the authors
the Memphis area.
In a telephone discussion Ben—Shalom re—
ferred to military apologists as "bald—faced 1i—
ars," regarding their denials of witch hunts.
Woodward gave a brief history in another tele—
phone discussion. "(Parris Island] was a witch
hunt where they got one woman who they were
processing and threatening with court—martial
and she gave them a long list of names. And
they just went from there. That is the typical
way a witch hunt operates. They then take
people and put them under lights for eight hours
at a time. They threaten them. They lie to them."
Woodward continued,"...it all but destroyed
the women‘s drill instructor capability at Parris —
Island in 1988 through ‘89 and it‘s still affect—
ing the morale of women marines. [Parris Is—
land] is the only training base for women
marines. And the best women marines no longer
will become drill instructors because they auto—
matically are subjected to investigations and
. witch hunts.
"Yokosuka was all over the papers last year
between March and May, resulting in the dis—
charge of 15 men. And that was off the USS
Independence and USS Blue Ridge. There was
a witch hunt on the USS Dixon, based in San
Diego, 1983, which resulted in the discharge of
~ some 24 women and men.
"Naval Station Memphis is famous for witch
_hunts," Woodward said. "When I was in mili—
tary counseling in the middle and late ©70s, it
was an annual thing. What they would do is they
would conduct an investigation at Memphis and —
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Holy Union
Thank You‘s
We would like to thank Nancy Stevens and
Chaps II for hosting our Holy Union on Sun—
day, Feb. 14... Valentine‘s Day. Also, many
thanks to Mr. Bill Goodman for performing our
Holy Union and his statements about commit—
ment, that‘s what it‘s all about — commitment
between two people under the eyes of God and
their friends. Also,thanks to Wayne, Mother
Rusty,Anice;J and
» and Linda for
their help and suppé >
s also:to Mattie
Mae Sanchez for oonvmcmg me (John) almost

five years ago to make Memphis my home.
Thanks to Channel 13 news —that‘s where Ken
first saw John. Special thanks to the Triangle
Journal News for the Holy Union announce—
ment. And thanks to all our friends that took
time out of their scheduleto share this special
time with us. We love you all and thanks again.
And we don‘t want to forget to thank Micki and
River City Donuts for our dellCIOUS wedding
cake.
Rev. John Prowett and Ken Scott Prowett

Call for Commitment
What Gay or Lesbian institution represents
our community in Memphis? When reporters
need to interview a Gay or Lesbian Memphian
on the military ban, where do they go? When a

track them back to Orlando and then track them
forward to wherever they went. They became
nationwide witch hunts. They really went after
the women. And they pretty much started them
in Memphis and Orlando."
Woodward said that some witch hunt vic—
tims are told they will receive lighter penalties
if they give a list of names of Gays. But he said
that these promises are empty and everyone
implicated is harassed and discharged.
Woodward said that if Navy Investigative Ser—
vices (NIS) "comes knocking at the door," a
Navy man or woman has "an absolute right to
say nothing."
:
%
f
"You should sign nothing and you should
insist on having legal counsel. And you have
no requirement to give those bastards any re—
spect whatsoever," Woodward stated. He added
that women were more often targeted than men
in witch hunts, largely because "they hate
women."
Rev. Prowett, of GLBVA—Memphis, said
that he was among those fortunate enough to
getthrough his military career without harass—
ment over his sexuality. "I think it just depends
a lot on the group youre with," he said. Prowett
was a chaplain‘s aide in Italy in 1964 and was
wounded in Vietnam on a landing craft in 1965.
His "first real lover" was also wounded in Viet—
nam.
Prowett stated that during his stay in Italy,
many in the military knew he was Gay, as he
had an apartment with a "Black Italian drag
Continued on page 19

local channel wants to do a spot on Gays and
Lesbians where do they go? Where do you want
them to go?
What if they could go to a professional or—
ganization of Gays and Lesbians, fully equipped
with a bureau of speakers prepared to publicly
address topics like the military ban?
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community |
Center is redefining itself as such a professional
organization, which includes not only a speak—
ers bureau, but other educational, counseling,
and cultural services. Services like a lavender
university ofcourses in arts, crafts, GED prepa—
ration, sewing, literature, cooking, and other
subjects. Services like support groups, a cultural
series (already underway), a library and ar—
chives, and an information line.
Because we envision ourselves as an essen—
tial means to solidify and affirm ourselves and
to educate straight society, we are seeking tax
exempt status and facilities to promote our ser—
vices. But what we need most of all is commit—
ment. We need seven dedicated individuals to
take charge of fundraising, publicity, grant pro—
curement courses, support groups, cultural
events, and building search/maintenance. With—
out such leadership, we cannot move forward.
The Gay and Lesbian community is at a cru—
cial moment in Memphis history. We can re—
main closeted and underrepresented inour city,
or we can legitimize ourselves. The Commu—
nity Center has everyone‘s interests in mind—
not just the A—Gays, not just the drag queens,
not just the barflies, not just those so closeted ..
they don‘t see themselves as part of any com—
munity. Its time for Memphis to act and become
part of a movement that began over twenty years
ago at Stonewall!
Michael Schiefelbein
MGLCC President
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Attorney General Finds
Measure Fatally Flawed

Walton of Burley said after re—
viewing the opinion that it would have
no impact on his group‘s effort to put
the initiative on the November 1994
ballot.
"We will do what they have not
done," he said. "We will carefully
analyze this review with our attorneys
before criticizing the basic elements
of their work —a courtesy that would
have been appreciated when
EchoHawk attacked the initiative be—
fore he even read it."
He called it the "opinion. of a left—
wing deputy attorney general exercis—
ing his political correctness,"referring
to Deputy Attorney General Frank
Walker.
Walton generally dismissed
EchoHawk‘s assessment, saying the
initiative passed muster with five con—
stitutional lawyers from around the
nation before it was filed with the sec—
retary of state‘s office March 4.
The measure is aimed at prevent—
governmental bodies and therightto ing the designation of Gays as a mi—
live in a society where all members nority group in need of protection
are protected equally under the law." against discrimination. It also would

BOISE, Idaho (AP) —A proposed
anti—Gay initiative is "fatally flawed"
and would result in an abridgement
of the rights of all Idahoans, Attor—
ney General Larry EchoHawk says in
a legal opinion.
But Idaho Citizens Alliance chair—
man Kelly Walton calls it a "left—
wing" approach and says his group
intends to press on.
~ In an advisory opinion Mar. 18,
EchoHawk said his office‘s legal re—
view of the proposed ballot measure
found that it violates constitutional
rights to due process, free speech and
access to the democratic process.
"Those who stand to lose are not
just homosexuals," EchoHawk‘s 18—
page review concluded. "Rather, all
Idahoans will suffer an abridgment of
our most deeply held and cherished
constitutional rights — the right to
freedom of speech, the right to aca—
demic freedom in our universities, the
right to free political debate in our.
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Testing probably will begin in two
or three months, county employees
said. But they must first hire and train
a technician to conduct the 10—minute
tests, which were approved by the fed—
eral government only last year.
Dallas County was chosen as the
site for the trial because of its reputa—
tion, CDC spokesman Kent Taylor
told The Dallas Morning News.
"Dallas is known to be a well—run
program," said Taylor.
Tests will be offered at the
county‘s sexually transmitted disease
clinic instead of the HIV Impact di—
vision, said Dr. Charles Haley, the
county‘s epidemiologist.
Haley said patients at the sexually
transmitted disease clinic are less
likely to come back for their test re—
sults than patients who are tested
through the county‘s HIV Impact Di—
vision.
The STD clinic figure is alarming
because people who don‘t know
theyre infected with HIV aren‘t likely
to change risky behaviors, health of—
ficials said.
"Our goal is behavior change,"
said Haley. "This is a major break—
through for that clinic."
He said the county performs about
200 AIDS tests each month at the
STD clinic and about twice that many
at the HIV Impact Division.

City Changes
Definition of
‘Family
LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP) —
The city adopted a wide—ranging
policy statement recognizing virtually
any group of people living together,
including Gay couples, as family.
The City Council‘s largely sym—
bolic 6—3 vote Mar. 3 came despite
opposition from hundreds of people
who jammed the council chamber.
Some waved Bibles and placards, oth—
ers hissed and shouted.
Cheryl Hutcherson said the coun—
cil was trying to add "humanists, he— _
donists, and homosexuals" to the
strained city budget, and Carolyn
Durst said the city‘s "moral fiber" was
"falling into such decay and chaos."
Another woman who opposed the
policy quoted a Bible passage from
the first chapter of Romans: "The
men, leaving the natural use of the
women, burned in their lust one to—
C iward another .. . they which commit
such things are worthy of death."
The Metropolitan Church of Long
Beach, which has a primarily Gay and
Lesbian congregation, responded by
reading from the second chapter of
Romans: "Do not judge others, be—
cause you, the judge, are doing the
same thing."
The council approval of the 12
sentence "City Statement on Family"
will have little practical effect. The
statement won‘t increase city benefits
or expand the definition of dependents.
A family, under the city‘s defini—
tion, can include unmarried couples —
ofany sex, prople sharing living quar— _
— ters, blood ielatives under a single _
household as well as married couples
‘and their children. |

Maine Chamber Backs Bill To Bar
Anti—Gay Bias
By Glenn Adams
Associated Press Writer

|_

passed city ordinances barring dis—
crimination on the basis of sexual ori—
entation. Lewiston‘s ordinance is
being challenged in a citywide refer—
endum, but voters in Portland upheld
theirs in November.

Dauphinee said arguments against
protecting women against discrimina—
tion are echoing 20 years later in the
‘Gay rights debate. But she said warn—
ings that women would receive spe—
cial privileges have not borne out.

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — The
Christian Civic League of Maine is
again leading opposition to a Gay
rights bill, but it is also calling for an
investigation into an increasing inci—
Battle Of Videotapes
dence of hate crimes in the state.
Meanwhile, one of the largest busi—
Precedes Hearings On
ness groups in the state, the Maine
Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
Ending Gay Ban
is announcing its support for the bill.
_ While the conservative civic
league dismissed the homosexual
rights proposal as "unnecessary and
ill—advised," its executive director is—
sued a statement condemning hate
crimes spawned by intolerance.
The league‘s board voted to ask
Gov. John R. McKernan, who op—
poses the Gay rights bill, and the Leg—
islature to appoint a task force that
would hold hearings and make rec—
ommendations on how to stop hate
crimes.
"While we do not believe that a
sweeping Gay rights law is the an—
swer, we are committed to finding the
right answer — one that will insure
that no Gay person living in this state
will have to fear being the target of
hate—filled violence," said Jasper
"Jack" Wyman, the league‘s execu—
tive director.
Meanwhile, the chamber‘s presi—
dent appeared at a State House news
conference along with leaders of other
groups supporting the bill, including
the Maine AFL—CIO, the Maine
Council of Churches, the Maine State
Employees Association, the Maine
NAACP and Maine‘s National Orga—
nization for Women chapter.
Although it is the first time the
business group has actively supported
the bill, it is also the first time the
group has been asked to take a stand
in favor of it, said President Jack
Dexter.
"We believe passage of the amend—
ment will send a positive message that
Maine is a place where people are
judged on relevant matters such as
performance, attitude, competency
and loyalty, and not on an extraneous
or meaningless basis," said Dexter.
Dexter said the chamber‘s board
voted overwhelmingly to support the
bill, which has been defeated several _ |
times since 1977. He noted that most
chamber members already have writ—
ten or unwritten policies barring dis—
crimination against homosexuals in
their businesses.
Proponents of the Gay rights bill
stress that it will not extend special
rights to homosexuals.
The bill adds to the Maine Human
Rights Act protections already guar—
anteed against discrimination based
on race, color, religion, sex, age, na—
_ tional origin and physical or mental
handicaps.
More groups have come forward
in support of the Gay rights bill each
time it has been considered, said
Maine NOW‘s JoAnne Dauphinee.
Both PortJand.and Lewiston hav
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Lawsuit Aimed At Ending
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AIDS Coverage
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House OKs Texas Lawmaker‘s Measure
Halting Gay Counseling Project
By Michelle Mittelstadt
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House voted Mar. 11 to pull the plug
on a research program that offers free
telephone counseling to Gay and bi—
sexual men trying to halt high—risk
sexual practices that can cause AIDS.
The measure, which passed on a
278—139 vote as the House authorized

spending for the National Institutes of
Health, was introduced by conserva—
tive Rep. Sam Johnson, R—Texas.
"If we‘re really serious about cut—
ting the budget, these are the kinds of
things that need to. be stripped out,"
Johnson said. "I think we‘ve got to
protect the economy and we can‘t
keep laying pork—barrel projects out
there for the world when we don‘t
have any money."

The amendmentbarsthe NIH from
further funding ofProject Aries, a re—
search project based at the University
of Washington in Seattle.
Project Aries provides free, anony—
mous counseling to Gay and bisexual
callers over a 14—week period. The
project, which went national last year
with a $2 million federal grant, is
counseling 361 men from all over the
United States, said director Roger
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REE DANCE LESSONS

Roffman.
Johnson said it‘s "ridiculous" that
taxpayers are footing the bill for
Project Aries, which was begun in
1990.
Johnson said his opposition isn‘t
related to the project‘s sexual nature.
But Rep. Robert Dornan, R—Cali—
fornia, in a speech on the House floor,
said Aries is "some sort of a Gay 800
number ... that just talks dirty on the
phone."
Rep. Jim McDermott, D—Wash.,
rallied to Aries‘ defense.
"The Congress should not be tell—
ing medical researchers what is ap—
propriate to research based on our
own narrow minds," said McDermott,
who is a physician.
"This is not a morality play. This
is life and death," he said.
"As a nation, we simply cannot
afford to bury our head in the sand
and believe that it cannot happen to
us: ... Because AIDS is spread prima—
rily through sexual activity, we must
be frank and open about these behav—
iors if we are to change them."
Roffman blasted Johnson‘s argu—
ment of cost savings, saying that the
$2 million, four—year grant has been
largely spent. Johnson‘s legislation
would save taxpayers $339,000,
Roffman said.
"The Public Health Service esti—
mates it costs $200,000 to care for one
person with AIDS," Roffman said. "If
only 12 people who participate in this
study do not (become HIV—infected),
this study will have entirely paid for
itself."
At the conclusion of the project,

Roffman said, the researchers will
outline the most effective and cost—
efficient ways of keeping Gays from
lapsing into sex practices that may put
them at increased risk of AIDS.
Johnson said Project Aries dupli—
cates services offered by hundreds of
local and national hotlines, including
the AIDS hotline run by the federal
Centers for Disease Control.
But Roffman said Aries offers
Gays more than basic AIDS—preven—
tion information, instead seeking to
change the high—risk sexual practices
that can lead to AIDS infection.
"Most Gay and bisexual men have
very effectively reduced their riskof
HIV infection but a minority are still
being unsafe," Roffman said. "So this
study is evaluating an innovative
counseling intervention."
Johnson also said most of the call—
ers are from nearby Vancouver, Brit—
ish Columbia, and that U.S. taxpayers
shouldn‘t be subsidizing services for
Canadians.
"If Congressman Johnson had
called me, I would have been able to
tell him 4% are from Vancouver.
Ninety—six percent are from the
United States,° Roffman said.
In fact, he added, 33 of the project
participants are from Texas.
Some House Democrats have sug—
gested they will seek to reinsert fund—
ing for Project Aries when the overall
NIH bill goes to conference with the
Senate. The House approved the NIH
reauthorization by a 283—131 vote.
The Senate last month endorsed its
own version.

Class on Homosexuality
Spurs Debate
By Robert Imrie
Associated Press Writer
— Students at a small central Wiscon—
sin high school started out wanting to
know a little about homosexuality, but
they wound up learning how volatile
the subject can be.
The school board in the rural com— *
munity of Spencer rejected a proposal
to add lectures on homosexuality —
including a talk by a Lesbian — to a
social studies class at Spencer High
School.
"People in our community are
homophobic," said Heather Thom,
the 17—year—old president ofthe senior
class. "People were so afraid that they
— were going to try and convert us into
homosexuals.".
Thom said students know little
about homosexuals aside from sug—
gestions that they are bad people, and
wanted their questions answered.
"We weren‘t going to do this class
as a pro—homosexual thing," she said.
"We wanted to give them their fair
shot thatthey were people too."
The dispute at Spencer High,
which has 239 students, suggests that
trying to teach about homosexuality
in public schools looms as a new front
in the battle over sex education.
Most schools in Wisconsin have
classes on human sexuality, but edu—
cation observers doubt that homo—
sexuality gets much, if any, attention
as a sexual or social issue.
Louise Root—Robbins, chief of
pupil services for the state Department
of Public Instruction, said she was

unaware ofany school district that has
developed specific guidelines about
what to teach about homosexuality.
"It is a very touchy subject, and a
lot of people have a lot of difficulty
with it," she said.
In New YorkCity, the Board of
Education recently ousted Chancel—
lor Joseph Fernandez, who pushed a
curriculum that included lessons of
tolerance toward homosexuals for stu—
dents as young as 6 years old. The
suggested reading list included
Heather Has 2 Mommies, a book
about a girl whose mother is a Les—
bian.
State Rep. Tammy Baldwin, the
first acknowledged homosexual to
serve in the Wisconsin Legislature,
said excluding specifics on Gay—Les—
bian issues from health classes "real—
istically kills children."
She referred to higher rates of sui—
cide among teens who feel isolated
because they are questioning their
sexuality. "The public should be out—
— raged by that," said Baldwin, D—Madi—
son.
At Spencer High, a social studies
teacher,
reacting to requests from stu—
—
dents, proposed some lectures deal—
ing with Gay issues, including
discrimination and Gays in the mili—
tary, Superintendent Larry Stordahl
said.
In February, the school board abol—
ished a committee that met for weeks
but couldn‘t agree on what should be
taught in the class, killing the plan for
at least this school year, Stordahl said.
continued on page 8

United Way Forced to _
Confront Discrimination
Against Gays & Lesbians
By David Sharp —
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) —
Terry, a former Girl Scout, wanted her
_
son, Nicholas, to learn
about hard work, honor and integrity.
So she supported his decision to join
Cub Scouts and signed herself up as
a den mother.
But Terry was rejected because
she is Gay.
"I was told that I couldn‘t hold any
position in the Boy Scouts of
America, right down to janitor," she
says. "I wasn‘t going to let it rest."
Terry (her full legal name) went
to a Gay advocacy group in Boston
for legal help. She told her story to
local reporters. Then she took her
plight to the local United Way, which
was giving money to the Boy Scouts.
And she got action.
The United Way ultimately cut off
funding for the Boy Scouts, making
Portland‘s United Way the second in
the nation after San Francisco to battle
the Boy Scouts over its national policy
of excluding "known homosexuals."
Local affiliates from across the
country are watching Portland —con—
sidered a more mainstream city than

San Francisco — to see if there‘s an
impact on fund—raising, says Martin
Scherr, spokesman for the United
Way in Alexandria, Va.
-

Affiliates from Lebanon, N.H., to
San Diego, Calif., are considering
similar policies.
;
"We‘re at the tip of a very big ice—
berg," says Meg Baxter, executive di—
rector of the United Way of Greater
Portland.
The United~Way‘s decision
stopped the Pine Tree Council of the
Boy Scouts from receiving about
$77,000, or 6% of its budget. But the
issue created deeper wounds in the
community, and some have called for
a donation boycott.
R
The funding cut hurts because the
budget is already tight for the Pine
Tree Council, which serves 20,000
Scouts in southern and western
Maine, says spokesman Jeffrey
Stanley. Nevertheless, the group does
not plan to ask the 83—year—old na—
tional organization to lift its ban on
Gay scouts or volunteers.
"Adult volunteers, as role models,
play an integral role in scouting,"
Stanley said. "We‘re very concerned
about what we put in front of our kids
and say, ‘This is what we want you to

pattern your lives after.""
But William Mueller of San Fran—
cisco, the grandson of Boy Scouts
founder William Dixon Boyce, rebuts
the notion that homosexuals provide
poor role models.
%f
"Thisis not an issue that my grand—
father would approve of at all," said
Mueller, 41, a founder of Forgotten
Scouts, a group of Gay scouting
alumni from across the country. _
Scouts have plenty of backers.
They have received an outpouring of
support, including hundreds of letters
that fill a binder on Stanley‘s desk, as
well as $20,000 in unsolicited dona—
tions.
The United Way lost $40,000 in
donations in the same period.
The issue arose in September 1991
when Terry — a violinist and part—
time waitress — joined other parents
at an informational meeting for the
local Scout troop.
A Boy Scout leader said that
known homosexuals aren‘t allowed to
serve in any capacity, either as scouts
or adult volunteers.
"I said, ‘Well, I‘m Lesbian. Is that
going to be a problem?"" says Terry,
a former Girl Scout in Westchester
County, N.Y. "I had no idea the boy
scouts were homophobic. I didn‘t
know that was an issue."
The Girl Scouts‘ national policy
prohibits discrimination based on
sexual orientation.
Baxter says the United Way isn‘t
picking on the Boy Scouts, but it is
requiring compliance with local

United Way rules that bar funded or— but, he said, "We‘re not supposed to
ganizations from discriminating on be everything for everybody."
the basis of sexual orientation or other
Terry‘s son, Nicholas Westervelt,
factors.
now 10, quit the Scouts. He doesn‘t
That policy was adopted in De— understand why the Scouts care if his
cember, a month after city voters up— mother is a Lesbian when his friends
held the first Gay rights law to be at school could care less.
adopted in Maine.
"I don‘t know," says Nicholas.
_ Stanley says the Scouts are disap— "They‘re just kind of what my mom
pointed with the United Way‘s deci— would say — bigots."
sion to restrict funding in Portland,
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Church Leaders Vow To Fight
Caribbean Gay Pageant
PHILIPSBURG, St. Maarten (AP)
— Local Church leaders sent a letter
to the governor vowing they will "go
to any lengths and do whatever it
takes" to stop the presentation of a
Caribbean Gay pageant here.
The St. Maarten/St. Martin Chris—
tian Council on Wednesday threat—
ened to mobilize the whole Christian
community to protest the April stag—
ing of what has been billed as the first
"Caribbean Gay of Gays Male Pag—
eant."

Class
continued from page 6
That decision followed four emo—
tional board meetings attended by
dozens of opponents and supporters.
The board also received dozens .of
letters, some opposing the plan and
others offering suggestions on how to
handle the subject, Stordahl said.
"One of the points of contention
was, ‘Is it possible to separate the is—
sue from the act?" he said.
Some wanted students told that
homosexuality was morally wrong
and was a religious sin. Opponents
were especially upset by a proposal
to have a Lesbian address a class of
seniors, Stordahl said.
"It is an unhealthy lifestyle," said
Diane Lang, the mother of four
school—age children. "I am sorry the
students are so upset, but I don‘t think
they had the whole picture of what
this subject involved."
It‘s unknown how many Wiscon—
sin schools teach something about

They council called the pageant a
"detestable show" and also pledged
to take action if the government does
not push for its cancellation.
In a letter to Dutch St. Maarten‘s
Lt. Gov. Russell Voge, published in
the local media, the Methodist, Catho—
lic and Anglican church leaders said
they were concerned about the "deca—
dence and moral decay which has
reared its ugly head in St. Maarten/
St. Martin in recent years.
"(The show) will only cause St.

Maarten to slide further down towards
the pits of degradation. We strongly
advise that no permit be granted for
this event and if a permit has been
granted that it be retracted immedi—
ately," the letter said.
"Homosexuality is a perversion
which is categorically condemned in
the Bible... St. Maarten is already

homosexuality because under state
law local school boards, using their
own community standards, decide
what is taught in human growth and
development classes, Root—Robbins
said.
About a year ago, Milwaukee Pub—
lic Schools developed a curriculum to
require information on different
sexual orientations, but the school
board rejected it, she said.
A health class for juniors at Logan
High School in La Crosse discusses
homosexuality as part of sexual di—
versity, said school psychologist
Rachel Gundersen. who teaches the
one—day unit.
"Our goal is to understand that
one—tenth of the population is homo—
sexual or bisexual," she said. "We
don‘t talk about how to do homo—
sexual acts. ... I cover historical, reli—
gious and legal perspectives."
Occasionally, a parent will object
to the instruction but rarely do stu—
dents exercise their option to skip the

%

saddled with too many problems for
us to further sow the seeds of destruc—
tion in this way," said the letter signed
by Methodist Superintendent Rev.
Lloyd Brissett, Anglican minister
Alston Jacobs and Catholic priest
Felino Paulino.
"We feel so strongly about this is—
sue that if our advice is not heeded

Silk & Fresh

and the show canceled, the whole
Christian community will be mobi—
lized in protest. We are prepared to
go to any lengths and do whatever it
takes—to nip this evil in the bud," the
clergymen said.
The show, organized by Health—
Wise Promotions, has already attracted
entries from many Carribean isalands
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Military Seeks Info on Gays

A Quick Jaunt
Travels With Your Aunt to

Parker House

and Lesbians

By Vincent Astor
TJIN Correspondent
We enjoyed a brand new coun—
try bed and breakfast experience
last month. It is the Parker House,
a spacious and comfortable home _
in Saltillo, TN. Built in 1906 by
Dr. Luther Parker, a country doc—
tor, it is operated by hisgrandson
~ and namesake. Spacious andwell—
constructed, it has the flavor of a
family bome andthesimplertastes
— Journal News was contacted in
of country living. Don‘t expect
Februaryto serve as aresource
Victorian clutterstraight out of a
person for the Equal Employ—
ment Opportunity (EEO) office harassment and. behavmrbothf book— this home is airy and not Parker House Bed and Breakfast is located in Saltillo, TN near Pickwick Dam
among the general troops andthe "decorated to—death. Do expect and Shiloh National Military Park. Call (901) 278—5844 or (901) 687—3456
of the Air National Guard.
peace and room and simple el— for reservations or information.
According to the Memphis homosexuals serving." —>
Commercial Appeal, the Navy
No definite plans for develop— egance. Dr. Parker‘s desk and in— duce and recipes available in the West Tennessee‘s most pictur—
base declined to acknowledge ing programs for the Air National struments remain in the home and area. Evenings are quiet and relax— esque towns. If you are fortunate,
one bedroom is still referred to as ing. Thereis a functional sleeping you may run into Mrs. Parker on —
the chaplains‘ session with Rev. Guard were made, Cook said.
Mr. Turner‘s Roominhonorofthe porch and a dining porch (com— her way visiting. Be sure and ask
local druggist who spent many plete with well) for pleasant about the Folding Bedroom. We
nights
there.
Gay/Les/Bi Vets News
will leave you to discover the cav—
This experience should be sa— weather.
Several outbuildings are to be ernous country store for yourself.
The Memphis chapter of Gay,
At the next meeting, GLBVA— vored as a retreat. Almost within renovated and walking trails are
LutherParker and TonySinquefield
Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of Memphis will be discussing its in— sightofthe house is one ofthe few planned for the woods in the back. operate the Parker House, located on
America has been busy for the last volvement in the National March ferries lefton theTennesseeRiver. It is a two—hour drive from Mem— Highway 64 in Saltillo, TN, 16 miles
couple of months. The chairman, on Washington and convention Boatingandskiingcanbe arranged phis to Saltillo through many of — north ofSavannah, TN.
John Prowett, has been inter— during the March weekend, as well on the Tennessee or canoeing on
viewed for new reports on all three as involvement in the ‘93 Pride the nearby Buffalo River. Short
commercial Memphis TV chan— Week here in Memphis and in the tripswill take you through theTen—
LIFE RESOURCE
nessee countryside to Savannah,
. nels. He has also done several tele— scheduled parade.
Pickwick
Dam,
Shiloh
National
phone radio interviews. The group
Two Tennessee senators are
CORP. OF ARK.
_
received communication from the still straddlmgbthe fence in regard Military Park, and Twin Oaks
MEMPHIS — Whether or not
the ban on Gays and Lesbians in
the military is lifted soon, the
military here appearsto be pre—
paring for that eventuality.
Rev. Beth Causey, pastoral
counselor for the Church Health
Center, was invited to speak to
Memphis Naval Air Station
chaplains on Feb. 24. Allen
Cook, co—editor of the 7mangle

Causey.
Causey said the session with
about five chaplains went well
and that she talked about the
struggles Gays and Lesbians
have in dealing with a culture
(the military) more homophobic
than the general population.
Cook said his contact with the
Air National Guard was very
preliminary. "The person I
talked with (a woman) under—
stood verywell that if the bai is
illbe sexual.

to lifting theban on Gaysin the Vrneyard Anthue shops, auc
military. They are Sens. Jim Sasser tions, and flea markets dot the area
bLBVA to the National and will and Harlan Matthews. Rep. Don which has plenty of scenery. If one
be included in the. next national Sundquist also, quite expectedly, insists, one may visit the Buford
* mailing list and listing of GLBVA is against lifting the ban. Calls and Pusser museum in nearby
~ chapters. It also has received calls letters are needed to those three Adamsville (that is, if one has al—
from the media coordinator for people at least. Call the Memphis ready seen Graceland).
Meanwhile, back at the house,
GLBVA and helped get the St. GLBVA office to get their ad—
there are 30 acres for quiet walks.
Louis chapter on the map.
dresses and phone numbers.
The group is small, but grow—
The next meeting of GLBVA Evening appetizers are served in
ing. Membership fees are $15 a will be held at 1517 Court #4 on the parlor and dinner follows, in—
year which includes membership Saturday, April 10 at 7:00 pm. Call cluding wine. Meals are pure—dee
in the local chapter as well as na— (901) 726—1547 for directions and Southern Cooking featuring pro—
tional.
information.

gPresrdenL of GLBVA, Miriam
Ben—Shalom welcomingMemphis

N

(%
_

Books & More If
meristem)
Women & Their Friends
>
930 SOUTH COOPER — (901) 276—0282

‘LIVING BENEFITS"

For additional information or an application. write or call:
Gil Gilbreath
P.O. Box 1058
Forrest City, AR 72335
(501) 633—0554

SUSAN MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

APRILIS SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS MONTH
*Sunday, April

18 — 6 pm Women‘s Writers Group

#

Call us for Infoon:
Mississippi NOW Conference April 2—4
Gulf Coast Women‘s Festival April 7—11
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual March
on Washington
April 25
Save Ourselves Program
April 29

Ross & Mackenzie
Suite 3310

;

100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—525—0417
|

#
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Kenny Déan, a 53—year—old _
The parade itself was arelatively stead,
‘—The city then opposed the Gay somber
New York policeman who traces his
affair,
with
no
mayor,
no
group‘s
request
for
a
counter
march,
‘A'Rainy, Contentious St.
back to County Mayo, blew the
grand
marshal
and a colorbyschemein
_ roots
warningthatitcould
leadtoviolence.
whistle
to start things off.
which
green
wasrivaled
theblack
During
Mass
at
St.
Patrick‘s
Ca—
York
Patrick‘s Day in New
Soon
afterward the drizzle turned
ofcountless
umbrellas
and
the
white
thedral,accusations
Cardinal John
into a downpour, and a few desperate
of
last
week‘s
blizzard.
like O‘Connor
Dinkins‘. re— remnant
_ knowledged homosexual, who was . butted
By
Rick
Hampson
were seen covering their
Nearly 4,500police officers were marchers
For
years,
he
said,
"Irish
Catho—
cheered
loudly
as.he
stepped
into
a
Associated PressWriter
kilts
with
plastic
bags.
assigned
to
theofficial
parade,
about
police wagon. "Our tax dollars at licshavebeenpersecutedforthesole
But the squabbling wasn‘t over. A
700Organizers
to 800 moresaid
thanabout
normal.120,000 division
reasonthat
they
haverefusedtocom—
laughed
one
protester.
NEW YORK (AP) — The work,"
of Manhattan Hibernians that
promise church teaching. What oth— people marched, tens of thousands had allowed
Fiveprotesterswere
chargedwith
nation‘s oldest St. Patrick‘s Day cel— disorderly
a Gay contingent to
conduct
and
issued
sum—
ers
may
call
bigotry,
Irish
Catholics
ebrationofawasGayfragmented
the ex—
march with it in 1991 was stopped by
less
than
usual.
The
rain
and
slush
call
principle."
demonstrators
clusion
delegationbyfrom
the monses.Theother223
police as it tried to enter Fifth from
As usual, O‘Connorreviewed the held
were issued desk appearance tickets paradefromthecathedralsteps,smil—
232ndparade.Thecardinalcelebrated
alongdown
Fifth attendance;
were rarely spectators
more than 46th"WeStreet.
attheGayprotestersatManhattanCen—
the cathedral, the mayor athome, forcontemptofcourt,resistingarrest,
banned at the direction
deep.the parade was not a sure of AOH were
ing
and Asked
wavingaboutfromDinkins,
beneathGov.a threeSince
parading
withoutspokesman
a permitorSgt.similar
officials
here at the corner,"
canopy.
charges,
police
John
tralPolicearrested228protestersMar.
Booking. Everyone else got wet. McCluskey said.
said Bernie Morris, president of the
MarioCuomoandotherofficialswho thinguntilafewweeksago,therewas
division. "We have every right to
time for.the selectionpolitical
of a grand"
~~Nottaken into custody: the ILGO skipped
the parade,
he said,
"Politi—— nomarshal—anintensely
17 afterwalked
they ignoredajudge‘s
order
> banner,
march. The state and national AOH
pro—
cians make
their own
judgments.
which
was
hastily
rolled
up
and
up
Fifth
Avenue
six
have said so."
Atbat.normally
takes
months.
In—
tucked under the coat of a pro— Thank God I‘mnot one." < <
abreast behind the green and white and
who had elected not to get ar—
banner of the Irish Lesbian and Gay tester
Organization.
A judge ruled March 16 that the High Courts Denies Move to Block
Organizer John Voelcker used a rested.
Gay Irishgroup,whichhasbattledfor
megaphone
borrowed
from marchers
police to three
_
ton Gay Marchers
yearsto
the main
remindthe
several
hundred
couldbeincluded
not stage a inprotest
pa— Bos
that "Violenceis not whatwe aretry— parade,
twice because of weather. It is now
BOSTON (AP) — The state‘s the second year in a row," Darling
radeMayor
on theDavid
avenue.Dinkins boycotted highest
ingto
achieve.
Ifthere‘sviolence,
the
scheduled for March 28.
said.
"But
it
won‘t
be
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to
attempts
denied
court has
otherChanting
side . . will"Hey—hey,
have won."
Boston Police spokesman Vincent
last
right
the
won
activists
The Gay
keep Gay activists from marching in
the
parade;
instead,
he
gave
a
break—
ho—ho,
ho—
Loporchio
said the department has
Boston
South
the
in
march
to
year
South Boston‘s annual St. Patrick‘s
fast
at
Gracie
Mansion
and
told
his
mophobia
hasgot
to
go!"
theprotest—
modified its strategy for dealing with
with
met
were
they
where
parade,
parade
the
of
rs
Organize
parade.
"a few small—minded in— Day
erssteppedoffin achillydrizzle, more ghests
_ possible confrontations. "Last year
asked the Supreme Judicial Court to ~ jeers. Some spectators also threw beer
dividualsthathavesouredthiscelebration
thanan hourbeforethemainparade‘s withattitudes
"was the first time that we experienced
cans
and
smoke
bombs.
court
the
but
appeal,
expedite their
11 a.m. start. After two blocks, they clusion." ~ of intolerance and ex— refusedon
this particular situation," he said. "It
again
court
in
landed
The dispute
Mar. 19.
ranThen,
into aaccording
line ofpolice.
was a pretty peaceful parade. How—
Superior
month
last
and
year,
this
g
(Gay) group is marchin in
who had tried to get the the"The
to a plan worked GayDinkins,
ever, we did learn a couple of things."
the
ruled
parade," said Chester Darling, Court Judge Hiller Zobel
delegation into the parade, was attorney
out
earlier
in
a
huddle
outside
the
Loporchio said the strategy this
right
constitutional
a
had
group
for the organizers, the South Gay
to
members
of
the
Ancient
Public Library, they kneltorsquatted referring
year "has a few things built into it to
insisted
organizers
the
But
march.
to
Council.
Veterans
War
Allied
theparade‘stra— "Boston
asthempolice
cuffed them
movedre— OrderofHibernians,
deal with some of the surprises of last
But Darling pledged to keep fight— the First Amendment protected them
ditional
sponsor.
The
city
had
taken
into vansand
buses.andA few
year." One new tactic will be the use
certain
present
to
forced
being
from
bring
would
ing in court and said he
the
Hibernians‘
parade
permit,
fused to walk and were carried away away
ofrope
barriers to keep spectators on
the case to trial to debate the issues messages in their parade.
but
a
federal
judge
gave
i
t
back,
cit—
the sidewalk away from the march— __
on stretchers.
The
parade
was
originally
sched—
more fully.
5
S
ing
the
Hibernians‘
right
to
freedom
Among theThomas
arrested
was
City
"We have compelled speech for uled for Mar. 14 but had been delayed ers, he said.
—
ac—
an
ofspeech,
religion
and
association.
Duane,
— Councilman

Cruisin’ Down The River
in June
Dance & Showb
92 North Avalon — 272—1525
Open Daily 6 p.m.

Nightly Shows 11:30 p.m.
Nightly Beer Bust 8 to 12
Dart Tournament Every Wednesday 8 p.m.

+

‘Memphis Gay Pride
River Ride
To benefit the _
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center
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Violence Against Gays and Lesbians
Increasing, Task Force
By Cassandra Burrell
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
greater willingness to think and talk
about Gay—rights issues has benefited
Gays and Lesbians in the United
States, but it‘s also ignited a violent
backlash, Gay activists say.
Violence against Gays, Lesbians
and bisexuals rose to record highs last
year in five major U.S. metropolitan
areas, the National Gay & Lesbian
Task Force said in its eighth annual
report on anti—Gay violence.
"This report comes at a time of
unprecedented attention and focus on .
Gay and Lesbian issues in America,"
Torie Osborn, the task force‘s execu—
tive director, said during a news con—
ference Mar. 11: "Gay and Lesbian
Americans have gained unparalleled
visibility, and as a result, we‘re expe—
riencing a furious backlash."
A total of 1,898 incidents of as—
sault, murder, police abuse, harass—
ment, vandalism, threats and arson
were reported to Gay and Lesbian vic—
tim assistance agencies in the Boston,
Chicago, New York, San Francisco
and Minneapolis—St. Paul areas, the
study said.
That‘s 4% more than the 1,822
reported in 1991 and 172% more than
the 697 the group recorded in 1988,
said Martin Kazu Hiraga, author of
the study.
The report also concluded that vio—
lence has increased in the military,
which is struggling with President
Clinton‘s plan to lift a ban against
Gays, and in Colorado and Oregon,
where residents considered ballot
measures activists view as hostile to
Gays.
"In this country, in this day and
age, it is absolutely senseless for
someone to die because of who they
are and who they love," said Jim
Jennings of San Diego, boyfriend of
Allen Schindler, a Gay sailor who was
beaten to death by shipmates Oct. 27
in Sasebo, Japan.
The report said the New York area
led the five cities in anti—Gay inci—
dents, with 622 reports to the local
victim assistance agency. Next were
San Francisco with 435 incidents,
Minneapolis—St. Paul with 311, Chi—
cago with 252 and Boston with 238.
Homicides rose from eight in 1991
to 12 in 1992, for an increase of 50%,
the group said. Physical assaults, or
"Gay bashings," rose 5%, from 775
to 817.
Task force members believe few
incidents are reported to police.
"Many Gay people fear being re—
victimized at the hands of police, and
you can be fired from your job for get—
ting your name on the police blotter,"
said Robert Bray, task force spokes—
man. "Obviously, there‘s a chilling
effect."
Oregon and Colorado Gay groups
"reported a shocking surge in vio—
lence," Hiraga said. Statewide ballot
initiatives involving Gay rights were
a topic of heated controversy in both

Is

Says

states.
The Colorado initiative barred lo—
cal governments from enacting laws
designed to prohibit discrimination
against Gays. That measure has been
challenged in state court, however.
Oregon residents voted down a
similar initiative late last year.
"In Colorado, 204 incidents were
reported, a 129% increase over the
previous year," Hiraga said. "Almost
one—half of those incidents were re—
ported in November and December,
after the initiative passed. In Oregon,
968 incidents were reported, surpass—

TENNESSEE

ing even New York City in the num—
ber of attacks."
Many activists blame right—wing
groups.
Backers of the Colorado and Or—
egon initiatives "blanketed those
states with literature describing Les—
bians, Gay men and bisexuals as sub—
human sexual predators who
deliberately spread sexually transmit—
ted diseases and who are falsely
claiming minority status in order to
get special employment rights,"
Hiraga said.

Gay Community Meets Face
to Face with Straight America
JACKSONVILLE, N.C. (AP) —
Members of the Gay community met
face—to—face with "straight America"
Mar. 4 during a Jacksonville media
event.
Crae Pridgen, the Gay Wilmington
man allegedly beaten by three Camp
Lejeune Marines in January, came to
Jacksonville at the invitation of
Onslow Area Society in Service, a
public service and social group.
Before a private OASIS reception
in his honor, Pridgen said that his al—
leged attackers — not Gays — are the
ones who should be barred from the
military. "We accomplish nothing
when responding in violence," he
said.
Pridgen was allegedly beaten out—
side a Wilmington bar by Marines
who yelled "Clinton‘s going to pay,"
an apparent allusion to President Bill
Clinton‘s plan to allow Gays in the
military.
During the media event, a Pitts—

burgh attorney who is working to ban
Gays in the military, challenged mem—
bers of the Gay community to a de—
bate on the issue.
"I‘m convinced we can win the
case on evidence in fact," said Jim
Coster, a Marine reservist who re—
cently founded Straight Americans
Military. "All I‘m hearing from the
Gay community is emotional and
egalitarian arguments."
Pridgen said he would consider the
debate.
One aspect of Gays in the military
that Coster and others clashed on was
AIDS.
"AIDS is not an issue," said Sgt.
Justin Elzie, an active—duty Marine at
Camp Lejeune who has publicly an—
nounced that he is Gay. AIDS is not
strictly a "Gay disease," Elzie said.
But Coster said that the greater fre—
quency of AIDS in Gays would
threaten the military.

Gay

Phone

Personals

Meet the boy next door in our local Tennessee
section. Or search the country for your type of
guy in one of our specialty categories of
"talking personals."

ting)
RIENDSHIP ({non—da
RMS
IlllllLlTARY/UNIFO
25
YOUNG/UNDER
PHONE FRIENDS
INEXPERIENCED
BODYBUILDERS
RELATIONSHIPS
BLACK GUYS
TVS/X—DRESS _
MARRIED/BIY
WRESTLERS
COUPLES
LEATHER
LATINS
ASIANS
BEARS
HAIRY
HIV+
404+

;

s

£

1—900—454—3325

$1.25/min.

Must be 18; Touch—tone Required; PEI, PO. Box 19149, Wash DC 20036
Missing In Action
Want to March? Can‘t Make It to D.C.? Send Your Support!
Write your name, city and affilliation (club etc.)
on an 18" x 4" piece of material.
Drop it offat Meristem or Mid—Town Hair byApril 19.

BB:

Lady A. will take them to D.C. and add your name to the
thousands of others posted on the Mall.
Donations for shipping welcome.

*

LEFF OFCENI ER
a magazine
"Intelligently written stories about real life
Gays and Lesbians. No halfnaked men.
No coastal club scenes."
# MEMPHIS
LITTLE ROCK
MINNEAPOLIS
KANSAS CITY
WICHITA
for your
write to:
OKC/TULSA
PO BOX 88812
MAHA
# DES MOINES
Sioux Falls SD 57105

\ Lady A‘s Rounds — Only in TIN
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"Elegance For Less"
2613 Broad
_ Hours: 11:00 — 5:00 Saturday
Also by Appointment
Vintage Fashions & Furnishings
We buy, sell or trade
(901) 454—0386
Memphis‘ Largest
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2. Apartment Club
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Map Not to Scale — Not All Streets Shown

1349 Autumn « (901) 272—1634

Memphis
— Gay
Switchboard

111 North Claybrook
(901) 726—4767
Home of Wings

Mérmgz

1680 Madison
Memphis, TN 38104
901—725—1745

728—GAYS
7:30 — 11:00
Nightly

March Meeting
CHAPS :
"Just Family"
Mgr—Nancy — Bartenders—Lisa, Ross, Eddie
111 North Claybrook « (901) 726—4767
OPEN 1 PM — 7 DAYS:
\
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Monday April 5
for all those interested in.the
1993 March on Washington
Main Library, Peabody and McLean
7 PM—Meeting Room B downstairs
Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News.

Information,
Counseling,
Referral
A Service of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center
Space donated as a public service of
the Triangle Journal News.

Adonis

PIPELINE|
MEMPHIS
s

Escorts

LEVI LEATHER BAR
HRS : MON—SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.

(901) 276—2050

1382 POPLAR
MEMPHIS, TN 38104

PH: ( 901) 726—5263

"Your Car is Safe in Our Hands"

Decadence Manor
J.L. Douglas — Owner
€

S & R Body Works

1655 Madison Avenue
T Days a Week

2052 Clifton
Memphis, TN 38127
(901) 353—4604
Sandy George, Owner

Lederwerx
April 1993

Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

Sunday

Friday

APRIL FOOLS
DAY
* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Memorial Bapt.,
7pm

Saturday

* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 8pm
* MGLCC Board
Meeting, Call
278—7690

+ Mid—South Men‘s
Council Sweat
Lodge,12 Noon,
368—3579
* Tsarus Club Nite,
Pipeline

CoM M U NIT Y C E N T ER
.
The Memphis

1
PALM SUNDAY.
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS
TIME
* Holy Trinity Community
Church, Sunday School,
9:45am, Worship

PASSOVER
BEGINS
Mid—South Men‘s
Council Planning &
Support Team,

* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 8pm

6:30pm, 278—0961
* March On
Washington
Meeting, Main
Library, Downstairs,
f
7pm
5
a|‘°

8223235 £17}! 3533531
Memphis Airport Hotel, /|
4pm
oo"
oe"
EASTER
—
* Holy Trinity
Community Church,
Sunday School,

aggro/g? ot:
+ Ham Dinner
_
Pipeline
* Easter Bonnet
Contest & Egg Hunt,
Menage, 3pm
1 1
ns
* Holy Trinity
Community Church,
Sunday School,
9:45am, Worship
Services, 11am,
6:30pm
* "Aphrodite
Presents," Menage,
8pm
* Mr. Apartment
Club,
Apartment

1 8

7:30pm

* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 8pm

* Sports Assoc.,
Call 458—6023
| Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community

Church, 7:30pm

dsica®

a

12

1 9

13
* Integrity/Memphis,
Calvary Episcopal,
Monthly Healing
service, Eucharist
6pm; Dinner,
7pm—$3; Meeting,
7:30pm
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 8pm
20

14
PROFESSIONAL
|SECRETARIES
DAY
|« Sports Assoc., |
Call 458—6023
|» Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church, 7:30pm

* Southern Country + Cotton Pickin‘
Squares Spaghetti
Dance Lessons,
Dinner, Prescott
Reflections, 8pm
Memorial, 6—8pm

Memorial Bapt., _
7pm

Corps, 278—2199
* Mature
Memphians, 1517
Court #4, 7pm

Squares, Prescott

16
~~156
* Southern Country
« Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 8pm
Memorial Bapt.,
%
7pm

22

£ 21

* Sports Assoc.,
Call 458—6023
| Bible Study, Holy

‘Community Church, Trinity Community
Church, 7:30pm
7:30pm

9:45am, Worship
Services, 11am,
~J 6:30pm
* March on
Washington Support
Rally, Menage, Noon

Community
Center
WATCH FOR OUR
NEW LOCATION

27

+ May ‘93 TJN Due
Out
» Southern Country

7pm

32223525211
s Moonlight'Madness;
Bowling League, 10
PM, Park Lanes
* Mid—South Men‘s
Council Mask—Making
Retreat, 362—3941

28

29

INFO 278—7690
Space donated as a public service
of the Triangle Journal News.

17
| Mid—South Men‘s
Council General |
Council Meeting,
Prescott Memorial
Baptist, 7pm
* Potluck, MGLCC
Benefit, Call
278—7690
>

FRIENDS FOR LIFE
HIV RESOURCES
321 BELLEVUE
P.O. BOX 40389
MEMPHIS, TN
38174—0389

23

« Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Memorial Bapt.,

* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, 8pm

26

Gay and Lesbian

* Memphis Phone

:
:

2

* Copy & Ad
Deadline for May
|‘93 TJN
|« Cotton Pickin‘

—

gorTémufgtthhlUfCh,
unday

25

GOOD FRIDAY
* Potluck, MGLCC
|» Southern Country Benefit, Call
Dance Lessons,
278—7690
;
Reflections, 8pm
* Southern Country
Hoe—Down,

Reflections
* Gay Vets, 1517
Court #4, 7pm

7

6

* Feast For Friends, |« Memphis Gay
Parents‘ Support
Call: 272—0855 for
Group, Holy Trinity
information

MARCH ON
WASHINGTON
« Holy Trinity

* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Memorial Bapt., _
|7pm

3

(901) 728—GAYS

* Feast For Friends, « Memphis Gay
Call: 272—0855 for Parents‘ Support
Group, Holy Trinity
information
Community Church,

9345?“ “ﬁrs‘h'p

* Sports Assoc.,
Call 458—6023
* Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church, 7:30pm

2

830

(901) 278—AIDS
Information, Referrals,
Client Services,
Support Groups,
Food Pantry
A public service of the Triangle Journal News
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Readers Respond
reputation used to make money for
scurrilous individuals.
Case in point: During the time
we worked for Friends For Life, a
small company named Exclusively
Written For You selling Western
jewelry and personalized shirts
called, asked about the agency and
then appeared at several bars. Os—
tensibly, they were to do—
nate a percentage of
their sales to
Credit Due Department
We wish to duly acknowledge Friends For
other participants in the Letters to Life. No word
eve
. Congress mailing campaign which was
heard from
we mentioned last month.
Participants included Meristem them during
Books, Mid—Town Hair, the Pipe— — the time we.
line and Amnesia. The organizers worked there,
who wrote to us modestly said they nor since, to the
did it out of concern and not for best of our knowl—
g
credit. Their initiative is highly edge.
This should not happen.
commendable.
Nor should benefits be given for
Response to Vicious Threats organizations without proceeds
being delivered in a timely man—
Department
ner (if not immediately).
Yawn.
May we timidly suggest—just
Caveat Emptor Department call! Let someone at the organiza—
(Oh God, she‘s talking Latin tion know what‘s coming. A rep—
resentative will likely turn up, they
again‘)
Our psychic sources have in— will spread the word themselves,
formed us of some bruised feelings and there will at least be a thank
. regarding benefits & beneficiaries you note. This representative may
& foreknowledge & whatnot. You be able to accept the donation and
may, gentle readers, wonder why. ‘therefore relieve the organizers of
We will take this opportunity to _ the responsibility for all that cash.
— explain why some charitiesand — We understand that bar owners,for
groups get testy about their names instance, prefer that monetary pro—
being used to publicize fundraisers ceeds go out the door so there is
without their knowledge. It is thus:
no chance of accidental mixing up
Any organization is grateful for with daily sales.
—
Organizations will gladly pro—
donations.
>
Any organization is grateful for mote an event but it depends on
fundraisers it doesn‘t need to do the timing and the budget whether
itself.
they will be able to spend money
Nobody wants their name and doing so. Therefore, the sooner
We are so thrilled! We love it
when we hear people read our
humble little column. We do,
sometimes, get compliments.
However, responses by letter tend
to be thrilling as well as illuminat—
ing. We received one gently cor—
rective note and one stupid, imma—
ture threat (our first). Still no pho—
tograph.

"Fe

docs

it Jacot the

way

they know, the more they can
spread the word.
These are two very good rea—
sons for advance notice—it makes
everybody happy and avoids the
classic failuah ta communicaite.
By the way, Caveat emptor
. means Let the buyer beware!
At Last! The Dirt!
Whatever | happened to
G H O U _L
(Germantown
H ous e —
:
wives in
Z
Uniform
Leather)
or
its
politi—
c a 1 1y
correct
sister orga—
niza tio n
GHOUN (sub—
stitute naugahyde)?
We enjoyed theJamie Ander—
son concert at the New Daisy tre—
mendously. She is not only a fine
singer but a comedienne as well.
Over $500 was raised toward
transportation scholarships to
. Washington for the March.
Alas, no Memphis bus. Most
Memphians are making their own
arrangements to go up but a bus is
leaving from Nashville. Their
Pride committee is doing a lot to—
ward this effort. Call their hotline
(615) 297—0008 for information.
Chaps‘ benefit for the Adult
Special Care Clinic raised $1,002
and was presented on behalf of
Living Rooms.
Speaking of which! Such pub—
licity! We have heard that Living
Rooms is fascinating to behold.
Try to go before it closes.
And don‘t forget to attend the
annual Friends For Life Auction

I9 like

it. *

for AIDS on April 4 at the Mem—
MGLCC Corner
phis Airport Hotel. The auction
We hope you read and digested
skipped a year to make way forAr the article on the new develop—
Event in 3 Acts and now it prom— ments at the MGLCC. Far from
ises to be just as wonderful as ever. defunct, it is to be reshaped and
Doors open at 4 PM.
redeveloped into a true role model
What is GOCS up to these organization. We, as Gays and
days?
Lesbians, have to think about these
Word to the wise—obsession role models, both for those who
with computers and modems &c. come after us in our community
does not mean that persons are and to emphasize our productivity
dependable. Even when paid in in the larger community. We, our—
advance for photographs.
selves, will be the last person to
We had a rip—roarin‘ time at the say that we are just like everybody
Southern Country Annual Throw else but organizations like our
Down. A good part of lunch was sports teams, our community cen—
home made, the weekend was very ter, and its programs help others
reasonably priced, and the guest to realize that Gays and Lesbians
dancers and instructors were just enjoy many of the same things that
too fine. Our own Cotton Pickin‘
others do—and are thereby entitled
Squares did two turns as well.
to participate.
It was such a pleasure to have
The Las Vegas Night fundraiser
the large dance floor (wish this raised $200. A recital by baritone
happened more often). As some— Jay Pontius will be held in May
one once said, the women were and the annual Pride River Ride
strong, the men good lookin‘ and will take place Saurday, June 26.
the dancin‘ was all above average.
It is difficult even for us to describe
Special Events Department
the sight of twenty couples danc—
Easter will be celebrated at the
ing in perfect unison, and never Pipeline with ham and trimmings.
running into one another during an Tsarus has scheduled a club night
especially romantic country song. there for Apr. 3.
The beauty of the Sway done in
Aphrodite will have its next.
this manner can only be compared show at Ménage on Apr. 18 and
to the minuet. And, of course, vol— Ménage will host a March Sup—
umes may be spoken through the port Rally on Apr. 25.
fingertips.
— Karaoke is coming to WKRB
How do people find Amnesia? on Mar. 28, maybe to stay.
They promised us two signs this
Mr. Apartment Club will be
go‘round.
°
held Apr. 18.
t=
The new Men‘s Softball Team
First Class Male returns to J—
has joined the Park Commission ~ Wag‘s on Mar. 29.
League. They are practicing hard
(!) but still need more members.
Final Round
Congratulations to Miss Ap r—
There is a project called Miss—
ment
Club—Valencia ing in Action which will post on a
Oxenberg—and Miss Best All billboard on the Mall all the names
Around—Amanda Oxenberg. Ex— of those who wanted to be in
cuse our ignorance but do these Washington but could not (see pg.
women duo? Now that‘s one for a 11). I‘m going up and I‘m carry—
benefit.
ing a bunch of names. I‘d be de—
Old proverb—Flakes do not lightedto have yours along. It‘s
only come in cereal boxes, snow— partly for y‘all that I‘m going in
storms and dandruff ads. Some— the first place. Wish us luck.
times they turn up at charitable
Ta, ta.
functions. Or instigate them.
Lady A.

—Alfalfa Schwietzer
w

£

s

Tred€ Breabfast
HAlD

:

___

Hairstyling 4 All

1926 Madison
David Jeffers

(across

(OOD 278—2199

memphis.
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Reservations:
Hon — Thurs (901) 278—5544
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Doctors Want Study of Health

Study Suggests Genetic Link In Lesbianism
By Sarah Nordgren
Associated Press Writer

weren‘t?" said Gorski, who is doing
research at the National Institutes of
Health in Washington.
By Lee Siegel
among California‘s minorities and
CHICAGO (AP) — Genes appar—
"I think we‘re dealing with some—
AP Science Writer
immigrants and provide the families ently play a key role in determining
thing very complex, perhaps the in—
with "stability and caring."
whether women are Lesbians, accord— —
teraction between hormones, the
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
The doctors noted that employers ing to the largest study ever to exam—
environment and genetic compo—
California Medical Association wants are increasingly considering award— ine whether female sexual orientation
nents."
—
a study conducted to determine if ing health insurance and other em— is a matter of heredity, environment
The study also found that Lesbi— _
health insurance should cover policy— ployment benefits to live—in partners or both.
ans were more likely to have homo—
holders‘ live—in lovers — homosexual and extended families.
"Our research shows that environ—
sexual sisters than Gay brothers, with
or heterosexual —and extended fami—
On the abortion issue, a resolu— ment clearly matters in at least some
just 5% of 104 biological brothers of
lies who live together.
tion to repeal a CMA policy that aims cases," lead researcher J. Michael
subjects being homosexual.
"Asthe family unit changes, so do — to punish states "where a woman‘s Bailey said Mar. 11.
"That suggests that the familial and:
sisters.
patients,">CMA spokesman Paul right to reproductive choice is re—
Even so, he said, "I would say that
The findings suggest that heredlty genetic factors which influence fe—
Moreno said.: "One working parent stricted" was introduced..
this is very strong evidence in favor _ may be as important in determining male sexual orientation differ from
supporting a spouse andchildren is
Bonner said many doctors oppose of the argument that heredity plays a Lesbianism as it is in influencing male — those that influence male sexual ori—
not as common as it once was. We abortionor, the idea ofboycotting. role in determining sexual orienta— homosexuality, said Bailey, a psy— entation," Bailey said.
have broken homes. We have people states with anu-abomou Jaws, so the tion."
§
Bailey also led a study published
_ chologist at Northwestern University.
living together but not married."
existing pohcy"serves to cause con— & f The study, appearing in the March
The results are not unanticipated in 1991 that found genes influence
The nation‘s largest state medical flict and disagreement." But Bonner‘s issue of the Archives of General Psy— but leave questions unanswered, said male homosexuality, based on re—
association sidestepped a proposalin proposal was defeated by a lopsided chiatry, examined 71 sets of identical Roger Gorski, an expert in biological search among male twins. He found
March to immediately support such voice vote, Moreno said.
female twins, 37 sets of fraternal twins theories of homosexuality.
52% of Gay men had identical twins
an extension of health insurance cover—
Other CMA policies support abor— and 35 sets of adoptive sisters.
"People could argue that, while wha were homosexual. compared
age, deciding to first analyze its impact. tion as a medical procedure, and say
The researchers theorized that 48% of the identical twins were both with 22% of fraternal twins and 11%
Health insurance provided by em— attempts to restrict abortion infringe identical twins, with matched genetic Gay, what about the 52% who of genetically unrelated brothers:
Insurance for Gay Partners

tion sponsored by Dr. Robert Harmon
and Dr. Laurens White, the CMA‘s
former president. That resolution
called for the group to propose legis—
lation to extend health beneﬁts to
"clearly defined exclusive domestic
partnerships and to specific extended
family units."
‘_ Moreno said the resolution was
amended to call for a study because
the majorityfelt a need to first define
domestic partnerships and extended
live—in families, then examine the
impact of extending insurance to those
not now covered.
Harmon and White argued that
"domestic partnerships on the part of
same—sex couples who are monoga—
mous are increasingly common."
They also said extended, live—in
families that include grandparents,
aunts, uncles and in—laws are common

on patient—physician privilege.

mentbramimi

COMMIT YOURSELF TO
THE GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY
What vision is the Memphis Gay and Lesbian

I Community Center trying to realize?

groups.

Cultural Events including vocal and instrumental
recitals, art shows, and poetry and fiction readings. |
A Speakers‘ Bureau offering speakers on
Homophobia, AIDS, Gay/Lesbian spirituality, Gay/Lesbian
teens, and other topics.

Informational Services including a 11brary of books,
periodicals and videos; and a Switchboard, offering
counseling and referrals for business, health, and
community services.

How can you —help? You can commit yourself to
directing oneof theseprograms, either smgle—handedly or with
the help Qt“
a co—director. To survive, the Center needs
dedicateddirectors ofCourses, Support Groups, CulturalEvents,
the Speakers‘ Bureau, and the Switchboard. —

ress rin ie

1680 Madison
Memphis, TN 38104
901 —725—1 745

ae

MGLCC will be primarily a location for educational,
counseling, and cultural services including the following:
A Lavender University offering courses in GED
preparanon college course preparation, AIDb mformatron
sewing, art, crafts, cooking, etc.
®
Support Groups, including a coming—out group, a couples
therapy group, a sp1r1tua11ty group, a youth group, a
teachers support group, a veterans group, and 12—step

Now OPEN EVERY DAY

—

Monday thru Friday 3 PM until ?
Saturday & Sunday Noon Until ?
ALL NEW EXTENSIVE MENU
(Prepared with you and warm weather in mind)
March 28
April 4
April 11
s
April 18
April 25
x.

"Fill in the Blank Party" 12
"Gal Gang" Show 8pm
Traditional Eaaster Bonnet Contest
& Egg Hunt 3pm
Aphrodite Presents 8pm
March on Washington Support
Rally Noon

April Appreciation
How can you give extra commitment? Help the Center thrive
by becoming Director of Fundraising, Director of Publicity, or
Director of Grants.

Be part of history as the Community Center evolves into a
solid, fully tax exempt organization that meets the educational,
counseling, and cultural needs of the Gay and Lesbian
community.

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

Darts, Friday 9—12pm

v

ployers or purchased directly from
private carriers usually covers only
policyholders, spouses and children.
The group‘s policy—making House
of Delegates also agreed to develop
clear definitions of "extended family
units and exclusive domestic partner—
ships."
The proposal to study the impact
of extending coverage was approved
as the doctors concluded their annual
meeting at the Disneyland Hotel in
Anaheim.
‘In other actions, the CMA:
* Reaffirmed its policy of trying to get
other medical groups to. boycott
states with anti—abortion laws when
picking locations for medical meet—
ings.
*.Voted to develop guidelines defin—
~ ing sexual harassment in medical
schools and work places. Moreno
said the resolution was prompted by
medical students‘ complaints about
sexual harassment.
* Decided that their campaign against
domestic violence should publicize
the long—term harm done by child
abuse and encourage doctors to rou—
tinely ask patients if they were
abused.
The vote to study expanded health
insurance coverage came after the as—
sociation avoided action on a resolu—

makeup, would have a higher rate of
shared homosexuality than fraternal
twins, whose genes are similar but not
identical. In turn, the rate of Lesbi—
anism among fraternal twins was ex—
pected to be greater than among the
adoptive sisters, who are genetically
unrelated.
:
The study found that 48% of the
identical twins who said they were
Gay or bisexual hadtwins who also
were Lesbians, as did 16% of the fra—
ternal twins and 6% of the adoptive

To get complete job descriptions or to arrange an interview,
call MGLCC President, Michael Schiefelbein, at (901) 278—
7690 or write him at MGLCC, P.O. Box 41074 Memphis, TN
38174.

Get here early to sign up
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Religious Groups Back Eliminating
Military Ban On Homosexuals
By Kim I Mills
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Leaders
of several religious groups are call—
ing on the armed forces to end dis—
crimination against homosexuals.
"We are standing in support of
President Clinton‘s efforts to lift the
ban on Gays serving in the military,"
said Jim Bell, executive director of
Interfaith Impact for Justice and
Peace. "And we are supporting fed—
eral legislation to end discrimination
against Gays and Lesbians."
Bell spoke at a news conference
Mar. 16 during a meeting of Interfaith
Impact, a religious lobbyrepresent—
ing more than 30 churches and reli—
gious organizations nationwide. —
Leaders from several denomina—
tions echoed his position, and voiced
support for a Gay, Lesbian and bi—
sexual march on Washington April
25.
"We look upon the upcoming
march on Washington as one way in
which those supportive of the civil
rights for all persons, regardless of
their sexual orientation, can join to—
gether to support one another in that
effort," said Kay Dowhower, spokes—
woman for the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America‘s governmental
affairs office.
"As religious people, we recognize
and embrace the Gay and Lesbian
community for what they are," said

Rabbi Lynne F. Landsberg, an offi—
cial of the Union ofAmerican Hebrew
Congregations. "They are not the en—
emy. They are us, and we are them."
The Rev. John R. Deckenback, a
leader in the United Church of Christ,
handed out copies of a letter from his
church to Clinton supporting his "cou—
rageous stand" on homosexuals in the
military.
"We do not believe that sexual ori—
entation, in and ofitself, should be a
factor in determining an individual‘s
fitness for service in the United States
military," said the letter, which was
signed by 48 UCC leaders.
Other groups represented at the
news conference were Homeland
Ministries, the Unitarian Universalist
Church of America and the Ameri—
can Friends Service Committee.
_ Billy Hileman, one of the co—chairs
organizing the march, said he was
moved by the support from the reli—
gious groups, particularly because

Senate Hearings On

—

many religions do not welcome open
Gay and Lesbian people.
"The doctrine of organized reli—
gion has been used to beat us and to
kill us," Hileman said. "To have this
type of endorsement today is so mean—
ingful."
7

Asked how many people are ex—
pected at the march, Hileman said,
"more than half a million is a way
underestimate."
The last national Gay march on
Washington, in October 1987, drew
657,000, Hileman said, citing orga—
nizers‘ estimates. U.S. Park Police
estimated 200,000 people partici—
pated.
;
This time, organizers are selling
numbered wrist bands in an effort to
add credibility to their crowd esti—
mates. However, the bands may be
purchased by mail before the march,
raising the possibility that some
people will buy bands and not attend.

Of Ruling Against Navy Gay
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A solved. Meinhold, a sonar instructor
ruling declaring the Navy‘s ban on ho— at MoffatField Navai Air Station near
mosexuals unconstitutional will re— San Francisco, was discharged after
main in effect while the issue is revealing he is Gay.
appealed.
He was reinstated after U.S. Dis—
The government had asked the 9th trict Judge Terry Hatter Jr. ruled Jan.
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals to re— 28 that the Navy‘s ban on homosexu—
store the ban until the case involving als violates the Constitution‘s equal
. Petty Officer Keith Meinhold isre— protection guarantee. The government—

Spaghetti Dinner
Get a Square Meal of Spaghetti, Salad, Bread,
Dessert, and Drink for only $5!

Saturday, April 17—6—8 p.m. —
—

Fellowship Hall of _

Prescott Memorial Baptist Church
CornerofPatterson & Mynders
Tickets Available From Club Members, Meristem Bookstore and At The Door.
Call 387—1567 ForAdditional Information
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate hearings on President Clinton‘s
plan to lift the ban on homosexuals in themilitary will begin the
week of March 29, Armed Services Chairman Sam Nunn, D—Ga.,
said Mar. 18.
In a statement announcing the hearings, Nunn reiterated his op—
position to ending the prohibition but promised "fair, thorough and
objective" discussions on the controversial issue.
The committee will hear from civilian and military officials in the
Defense Department, advocacy groups and experts on foreign coun—
tries‘ experience with the ban.
Nunn said the committee also plans visits to military bases to hear
from the rank—and—file military.
‘Bowing to pressure, Clinton backed away from unilaterally lift—
~ ingtheban‘in January. The president directed Defense Secretary Les
Aspin to draft an executive order by July 15 on ending the prohibi—
>
The House and Senate are expected to vote on the issue this sum—
mer. The hearings are expected to be spread out over several weeks.

Appeals Court Denies Emergency Stay

for a

—

Gays In The Military Set

|

Ban
appealed.
The two—judge appeals panel said
Friday there was still a legitimate dis—
pute over whether Hatter‘s ruling ap—
plied to every Gay sailor or only
Meinhold.
Officials of the Navy and Justice
Department didn‘t immediately re—
spondtorequests for comment Fri—
day evening.
Meinhold‘s lawyer, John McGuire
of Los Angeles, said the government
had crafted its request for the stay in
such a way as to apply to everyone
but Meinhold, so Meinhold wouldn‘t
have been affectedby any ruling.
"He‘s happy that— we won it be—
cause he wants the ruling to apply to
everyone," McGuire said.
Justice Departmentlawyers repre—
senting the Pentagon claimed that the
district court ruling conflicts with
President Clinton‘s i.terimpolicy on
the issue.
But the appeals court noted that
Hatter‘s injunction forbids discharge
based on homosexual orientation and
a Jan. 29 presidential directive pre—
cludes similardischarges and directs
that homosexual military personnel be
transferred to standby reserve instead.

Navy Employee
Says He Was
Harassed For
Opposing Ban
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A Navy
employee who is Gay charged he was
harassed and punished with a trans—
fer for speaking out against the
Pentagon‘s ban on Gays in the mili—
tary. _
Tom Swann., a program analyst at
Point Mugu
Warfare:
ter, said Mar. 11 that the Navy ignored
complaints about his treatment and
tried to prevent him from talking
< about it publicly.
He said he suffered harassment
that included physical threats made by
a superior.
2
"Everything I have worked for in
the Navy for 11 years has been taken
away and my career has been reduced
to nothing," Swann said during a news
conference.
:
The American Civil Liberties
Union of Southern California will rep—
resent Swann in a complaint filed with
the Merit System Protection Board,
said attorney Alan Friel.
Ed Kutchma, a director of the
Weapons System Evaluation division
where Swann works,said he was told
not to discussthecase.
Swann said he was transferred out
of one department to separate him
from the superior who made the
threat. But after he publicly advocated
the repeal of the Gay ban and com—
plained of harassment, he was trans—
ferred back to his old work area, he
said.
He has suffered "severe emo—
tional distress" and flashbacks be—
cause of the threats.
"This issue is not related to his
work for the Navy. It is an invasion
of his right to privacy and his right
to speak freely," Friel said. "The
Navy is trying to punish him in
ways short of discharging him."

Court—Martial Transcript
Alleges Cover—Up
CHICAGO (AP) — A sailor
charged in the beating death of a ho—
mosexual shipmate admitted helping
provide another sailor with an alibi
and concealed evidence, according to
a transcript of court—martial testi—
mony.
A heavily edited transcript of the
court—martial of Airman Apprentice
Charles Vins, 20, was made available
to the family of the slain sailor, the
Chicago Tribune reported.
Vins and Airman Apprentice
Terry Helvey, 21, were arrested in the
Oct. 27 death of Seaman Allen
Schindler, 22, who was fatally beaten
in a public restroom in Sasebo, Japan.
The three were serving on the USS
Belleau Wood. Schindler told authori—
ties in September he was homosexual
and was awaiting an administrative
discharge.
Vins pleaded guilty to three minor
charges at his ‘court—martial last No—
vember in exchange for testifying
against Helvey. He was given a four—
month sentence and a bad—conduct
discharge. Helvey still faces court—
martial on murder charges.
An Oct. 28 memo from Capt. Dou—
glas Bradt, the commanding officer
of the Belleau Wood, accused Vins
of striking and kicking Schindler and
of helping Helvey hide clothing
stained with Schindler‘s blood, the
Tribune reported Mar.16. The memo

Ethics‘ Admiral Retires After Fighting Demotion
By Bill Kaczor
Associated Press Writer

also was released to Schindler‘s fam—
ily, the report said.
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) —The
The transcript quotes the court— © Navy‘s "ethics admiral," once fired
martial judge saying, "I guess you tore for allegedly protecting an aide ac—
the bottom of the legs of your pants cused of making homosexual ad—
to make them appear as if they were vances, retired Mar. 1 feeling
shorts. Is that what you did?"
vindicated by the recommended re—
Vins‘ reply is deleted. Later in the versal of his demotion.
o
transcript, the judge says, "It looks
Jack Fetterman, who developed an
like they both altered clothes."
ethics—training program following the
According to the transcript, Vins Tailhook sexual—harassment scandal,
and Helvey were out drinking on the was removed last July as head of the
night of Oct. 27, and Vins waited out— Navy‘s largest on—shore command.
side when Helvey entered the
At the time, he agreed to retire with
restroom. Vins‘ attorney, Lt. Paul K. a one—star reduction in rank from vice —
Nishie, said his client looked into the admiral to rear admiral. He later ap— _
restroom and saw Helvey beating pealed the demotion, but not his re—
Schindler.
moval as chief of naval education and
Vins was so “fnghtened and training.

shocked ... that he has trouble even
The Navy subsequently recom—
remembering what actually happened mended his three—star rank be re—
as he was leaving the restroom," stored. The recommendation is
Nishie said.
pending before the Joint Chiefs of
Vins testified he and Helvey be— Staff.
gan walking back to the base as the
Fetterman‘s troubles began when
Shore Patrol arrived at the restroom, the Navy Inspector General‘s office
and that they both managed to break faulted him for not turning over to the
free when two shore patrolmen Naval Investigative Service allega—
stopped them.
tions of homosexual conduct against
Vins also admitted at his court— CPO Edmond Bonnot, who worked
martial that he and Helvey later went on the admiral‘s staff.
to several bars to establish an alibi.
Fetterman had referred the case to
Nishie portrayed Vins as an inno— Bonnot‘s commanding officer, who
cent bystander who never struck reprimanded Bonnot and ordered him
Schindler.
. to undergo alcohol—abuse counseling,

instead of holding a special court—
martial as recommended by a hear—
ing officer.
The Navy later reopened the case
and Bonnot now faces a more—seri—
ous general court—martial, set for
March 17 in Jacksonville, on indecent
assault and related charges stemming
from incidents in Pensacola and San
Diego.
"The issue is discretion of the com—
manding officer," Fetterman said.
"That‘s the whole sum and substance

of our Uniform Code of Military Jus—
tice system. ... I think it sets a bad tone
when higher authority then comes in
and says you didn‘t do the right
thing."
He also said he believes the Navy
acted hastily because of public pres—
sure from the Tailhook scandal. In that
case, Navy and Marine aviators were
accused of fondling and disrobing
women, some of them fellow offic—
ers, at a Tailhook Association conven—
tion in Las Vegas in 1991.

Queer Nation Protests

Jailing of Sailor

LEAVENWORTH, Kan. (AP) — A Gay rights group demonstrated
outside the U.S. Disciplinary Barracks toprotest the imprisonment of a
Navy sailor convicted of sodomy.
Larry Meholick was set up by the Navy because he discovered ac—
counting discrepancies on the ship on which he served, said Mike Petrelis,
executive director of Queer Nation, the Washington, D.C.—based group
that held the demonstration Mar. 8.
Meholick was court—martialed in Hawaii in May 1991 and is serving a
six—year sentence for sodomy and violation of a lawful order. He has been
at the Leavenworth prison since Feb. 22.
Petrelis said he attempted to meet with Meholickbut was told he could
not because Meholick was being held in maximum security. USDB Com—
mandant Gregory Lowe said allnew prisoners are held in maximum se—
curity while they go through orientation.
Petrelis said Meholick noticed accounting discrepancies on board the
USS Robert Peary when he was promoted to disbursing clerk. As pay—
master, Meholick discovered money in the account of an officer that had
been stolen from enlisted men, Petrelis claimed.
Two months later, four sailors said Meholick had gotten them drunk
and raped them at his apartment, Petrelis said.

When time‘s running short and sois your money.

.

Discover financial freedom .
with Funds for Life.
We‘re here to help anyone facing the financial
challenges of living with an incurable illness.
Life Funding Corporation is prepared to
confidentially purchase your life insurance
policy so that you can haveyour money now
when you really need it.
Together we can realize your dreams of better
— quality health care and more fulfilling
experiences of life.
For information call 1—800—456—8799.
Your call will be confidential.

LIFE FUNDING CORPORATION
Funds For Life.
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE ¥ SUITE 220 A ATLANTA, GA 30350
(404) 518—8830 A (800) 456—8799 A FAX: (404) 518—9663
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Gay lifestyle should not be taught to
The Newspoll showed that 71% elemen
tary school students.
of
Coloradans,
compared
to
46%
in
Will
Perkins, chairman of Colo—
On Gay Issues, Poll Sho
ws
the nationwide poll, believe Gay sex radoforFam
ily Values,thegroupthat
between
consenting
adults
should
be
sponso
redAm
polister Floyd Ciruli said. "It is clear poll of 426 registered Colorado
nt2,saidthe re—
vot— legal. And 50% of Coloradans
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that Coloradans are reasonably toler— ers coincided with the release
issues
ofGay
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of a proved ofGays in themilitary,
while dren is in line with hissandc
ant and have a live—and—let—live atti— similar New York Times poll
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‘
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;
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their children."
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sexual
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fudge/$36, isIngeneral;
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do
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ly wrong with themselves, and
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those surveyed, 59%said homosexu— ansandbisexuals
als should not be Boy Scout leaders. Morgan said. is incredibly high,"
Sixty—five percent said tolerance of
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Republicans Defend Jokes
Daily Happy Hour Specials 11
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About Gays, Blacks
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12 whose conviction in the Iran—Contra
at a roast in Fairfax honoresingMarch
forme
scandal was dismissed by a federal
VirginiaRep.Stan Parris, TheWash—r appeal
s court,
is expected to run for
ington Post reported Mar. 18. The the Senate
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NAACP and a Gay organization de— North spokesman Mark Merritt
mande
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declined to comment.
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assigned to make humorous or non— Barry said
were not in—
seriousstatements—totry tostretch tended to offendhis. jokes
He
said
"the thing
that into a political interpretation is was supposed to be a humor
ous
really reaching,"said Charles Black, — evening."
f
§
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a political consultant and former The National Association for the
chairma
n national party. "It‘s AdvancementofColored Peopleand
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theFairfax LesbianandGay Citizens‘
be attackson anybodyIt‘s."not meant to Associ
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apolog
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ize.
wanted the Marine Corps hymn to "Wefoundthe remar
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include the lyrics, "Don we now our andracist, andthe mostgrksdeplo
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Gay apparel."
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the
whole
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. foxhole" proposalitary
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Smith said if no apology is forth—
County GOPChairman D. Fairfax
Patrick
coming, the NAACP would send a
Mullins said it gave new meaning to letter and follow up with further ac—
. themilitarywar
urrear tion, although he did not give specif—
flank." ning"watchyoas
Mullins told the newspaper most ics."They will not act until pressure
Republ consider the Gay is put on them," he said.
lifestyleicans
to be offensive. >
Peg McCraw, president of the
"I didn‘t
really
conside
r
it
Gay—
Fairfax Lesbian and Gay Citizens As—
bashing,"hesaid."Butyouknow, the sociation, also asked the Republicans
Gaysareaconst
ituencythattradition— to apologize.
2
ally don‘t support
the
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ican
"We would expect something bet—
Party, when we have a roast there ter," McCraw said. "Despite the fact
arecomsoments
made,just asthere are we don‘t normally vote for them, it
aboutSen. (Charle
s) Robb,thepresi— gives them no right to bash us in the
dent and the Democra
ts." Robb is a way that they‘ve done."
Democrat.
Coloradans More Tolera
nt Than Nation

DENVER (AP) — Despite criti—
cism of Colorado for its passage of
anti—Gay rights amendment, a new
poll shows Coloradans are more tol—
erant on homosexuality than are other
Americans.
R
"Colorado is not the hate state,"
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Even If YouCan‘t Go To The March on
Washington,
You Can Get Involved at Home
:
(See the.TJN Resource Directory
for options)

queen." But he said he knows of many
who were victimized. He collects ar—
ticles on the subject and data on the
millions of dollars spent ferreting out
Gays. Prowett, a volunteer street min—
ister, is also trying to start a parole
program with Memphis Mental
Health Institute geared toward the
needs of Gay, bisexual and
transgendered inmates leaving prison.
Twowomen veterans in Prowett‘s
group, Miki and Janice, recalled sev—
eral instances of discrimination. They
preferred not to have their last names
published.
Miki said, "It was the typrcal thing

in the service that if you didn‘t have a
boyfriend, everybody just assumed
you were a Lesbian and they used to
rag you a lot. At every base I was at,
it was an issue. Even when I was in
boot camp [in Orlando], we‘d have
this lecture. It was called the ‘tootsie
bell lecture,‘ and our company com—
mander warned us about being seen
in the company of women too often."
Miki said that she had problems
with alcohol and drugs in the military
that she didn‘t have before joining.
She stated that women were con—
stantly being typecast as "either a
dyke or a slut," depending on whether
they slept with military men or not.
Miki said she and her straight room—
mate in the military were investigated
once for merely changing clothes in
their room at the same time when a
spot check was done. Still, she said,
men joked that when a submarine left
for a tour, "twenty men would go
down and ten couples would come
back," while they termed the behav—
ior as unavoidable due to the confin—
ing atmosphere. Closeted Gays were
also among those involved in enforc—
ing witch hunts, she said.
Janice cited her military experi—
ence as causing the tension that led
years later to the end of her longterm
relationship with her lover. She en—
dured a brief witch hunt in 1986 at a
base in Puerto Rico, in which NIS
searched her house for letters and pic—
tures, without success. She left the
service after nine years following ser—
vice aboard the USS Yellowstone
during Operation Desert Storm, in or—
der to live more freely with her partner.
While she was in the military,
Janice received high marks from her
superiors, who admired her work airs programsfeaturing contemptuous
though she believed they knew her discussions of homosexuals and
orientation. She witnessed "straight "AIDS victims." In his regular spot —
women who said they were Lesbians on WCRV, Oliver North. recently
just to get out and go back to their aired the warning: "ACT—UP, shut
husbands." She said Lesbians some— up!"
‘Legislators regularly hear from
times use the ban as a way to leave.
She also witnessed many witch hunts some military personnel who scream
of Gays and Lesbians at several bases. that Gays will "ruin the military." In
Both Miki and Janice said that both order to counter this wave of right
straight and Gay women were ha— wing intolerance, legislators will need
rassed because of chauvenist jealou— to hear from more Gays, veterans and
sies of having women superiors or Gay rights advocates who remind
women in positions men could be them that many "Americans" and
occupying. Miki said that in the late "taxpayers" are not heterosexual, that
‘70s, military wives feared if women many Gays already serve in the mili—
were allowed on ships, they would tary with distinction.
(Lisa McGaughran, a free—lance
sleep with the men, "as though it
wasn‘t happening at the bases." Janice writer, plays in a band ledby a Gay
% saldthat clalmsthat heterosexuals fear 3 VtemamVeteran.) %
an
4

~
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continuedfrom page 2

rape from Gays are lies. "Straight
My situation was favorable but I
To Those We Never See
women felt safer around Lesbians
chose to take advantage of it. Any—
because they knew we wanted noth—
one who feels they cannot march
will
provide
the
support
to
create
By Vincent Astor
ing to do with them." She saidthat
can write, can phone, can contrib—
these
atmospheres—
without
ha—
straight women often left drunken
ute
to our cause. And maybe find
rassment.
Subtle.
parties with Lesbians instead of men
I have always believed there is the courage to live openly. Both
Mainstream advertising in the
in order to avoid rape—Lesbians did
not try to sleep with straight women. lavender media. Our issues in the a necessary balance between large — sides are necessary — one gets at—
Another Lesbian veteran in Chi— national news. Gay and Lesbian public displays and subtle work— tentions, the other assures results.
I am going to Washington. I will
cago reported physical abuse by a characters on national TV. A Gay/ ing within the system. I have al—
male Army drill instructor who ha— Lesbian employee support group ways participated in these outward do my best for you all.
rassed women who did not sleep with in the National Red Cross. Same— shows of protest becauseI chose
Wish us luck.
him. The instructor deliberately put
sex marriages in Scandinavia. not to be afraid of consequences.
his foot on her back while she was
Prayers for our sick in mainstream
doing push—ups, tearing ligaments in
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
her arms. He also "pressured other churches. "sexual orientation" be—
United Churches of Christ
women into having sex with him" by coming a human rights issue. Min—
An Open and Affirming Congregation.
threatening retaliation if they didn‘t, isters blessing and affirming our
234 S.Watkins 278—6786
;
she said. The Chicago veteran said relationships. Openly Gay men in
Sunday School 10 AM Worship 11 AM
that it "takes women twice as long to Congress...
be promoted as. men.". In addition,
‘Slow, but gaining.
men would deliberately disobey
As we run against roadblocks
Memphis Gay Parents‘
women‘s orders at times, without fear on a large scale, doors open in
of correction. She viewed the dis— smaller areas.
Support Group
crimination as more gender based
We will arrive; it will happen.
than homophobia—oriented, though
As Blacks and women have dis—
she acknowledged homophobia was
covered,
it may take a long time.
ever—present.
Fathers, Mothers, Co—Parents &
Pat Jones, of WEVL‘s weekly Gay But it will happen.
Alternative program, said, "as a tax— __ Our movement, you may be
any others that are...
payer, the ban is insulting to me," surprised, is dedicated to those
interested
in
becoming
parents or in a parenting role.
pointing out that taxes fund the mili— who are less visible — those to
tary and its policy of discrimination whom discovery will be devastat—
Come and foin us on the
>
against Gays.
ing, not matter how they live or act
Invisible people, the non—existent otherwise. We need role models——
2nd and 4th Tuesdays of each month
taxpayers—this is how Gay and bi— people of courage who just live
from 7:30 P.M. to 9:00 P.M.
sexual people are implicitly regarded
their regular ole lives, but openly.
in political debates on Capitol Hill,
This is one of the basic, strongest _
Holy: Erimty Community Church
until they make themselves visible, it
—
seems. Fear of persecution and occa— reasonsfor a community center—
2323 Monroe Ave. Memphis, TN.
sional apathy often choke efforts to a venue for doing things other folks
‘
For more information call
increase visibility. As with the Black do: pot lucks, discussion groups,
civil rights movement, Gay rights video nights, sports, classes, read—
(901). 726—9443—
advocates will have to stand up and ings, meetings. Our movement
Ad space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News
be counted, in order for change and
social justice to arrive.
A new national group, the Cam—
paign for Military Service, has re—
cently been organized to aid in the
fight to protect the rights of Gays in
the military. The National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force also works con—
tinuously toward this cause. Both
groups are headquartered in Washing—
ton, DC.
ﬂan think you may have a
tes
Pat Robertson and his followers
problem with chemical dependency,
rage every week against what they call
please call our help line. Paradise
"the homosexual agenda" and exhort
h this ok
zealots to write and call their legisla—
Recovery Genter, serving the Gay,
tors. Most large cities have a right
yl
Lesbian
and Bi—Sexual Communities.
a
locat10}
wing political radio station masquer—
(fl) ncept,
ading as "Christian radio." WCRV
d staff..
*e Detox
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~* Chemical dependency treatment
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Co—dependency treatment
24—hour help line
Safe resort setting
Located in Key West, Florida
Gay affirmative community
24—hour medical and counseling staff
Most insurance plansaccepted
Financing available
Transportation arranged

611 TRUMAN AVENUE * KEY WEST, FLORIDA 33040
800—285—7853
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Safer" Sex in the ‘90‘s
with homosexual issues used
by Ronald K. Mannas, M.D. ing
condomsmore frequently. —
do not make sex safe,
In a recent issues oftheJournal but‘Condoms
it
is
safer.
oftheAmericanMedicalAssociation friends say theyMyare homophobic
in
(not exactly your left—wing liberal "stopping the spread interested
of
those
dis—
rag) a report appeared from the
It would appear, at least in
HealthDepartment ofDallas, Texas eases."
this
Texas
that the best way to
(notyourtypicalliberaltown).Aself— do this is tocity,
acknowledge
sexu—
administeredquestionnairewaspro— ality, whatever it is, and actourappro—
vided to all menwaitingfor anony— priately.Andthebestthingwefami—
mous HIV counseling and testing. liescandoistobewarm,loving,and
229 men reported having anal sex supportive of our family members,
with aman.
and accept the diversity we find in
Men who self—identified as Gay ourmidst.
— orbisexualhadasignificantlyhigher Ifyouarehavingaproblemrelat—
rate of reported condom use than ingto yourfamily and your sexual—
menwhohadanalsexwithmenand ity, give us a call. Perhaps we can
self—identified as straight. (A Gay
Orsendforourbooklet,"Read
patientofmine asked, "Whywould help.
This
Before Coming Out to Your
a straight man be having anal sex Parents."
761—
with a man?" Good question. I‘ll 1444. Or Ournumberis(901)
write
to
us
at:
P—FLAG
leave the answerstoyou.)
Mem—
Also, men who felt comfortable Memphis,P.O.Box172031,
phis,
TN38187—2031
disclosing to family members that Dr. Mannas ispresidentofParents
they had sexwithamanweremore and Friends ofLesbians and Gays,
likelytouseacondom.Andmenin—
dicatingthattheyreadmaterialsdeal— Memphis (P—FLAG—Memphis)
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Dental Ethics Textbook First of Its Kind
By David Wilkison
Associated Press Writer

Swedish + Sports * Shiatsu

disabilities into mainstream
America, advocates want the rest
of the country to drop words and
phrasesthey say foster prejudice
and discrimination.
"People with disabilities feel
%I excluded when that kind of lan—
guage is spoken," said Washing
ton attorney Peter W. Thomas, one
= § of the authors of a recently pub—

lished guidebook on complying
with the new law.

— Licensed & Experienced —

"We need to foster an atmo—
sphere where people with disabili—

IN or OUT Calls

ties are welcome because for so
long they have not been welcome,"
said Thomas, who has two artifi—
cial legs. "No one calls someone

Dave Everitt
2"t
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if the risk is small, the margin of
harm is great and for that reason
patients have a right to be in—
formed," he said. "So there is some
debate about that and the argu—
ments are reviewed carefully."
Todd, director of the American
Dental Association‘s Counsel on
Ethics, Bylaws and Judicial Af—
fairs, said ethics is at the heart of a
successful dental practice.
"Any publication that would
help dentists sort through these
very difficult legal issues would be
much welcomed," Todd said.
In a recent survey of its 6,000
members, the Gaithersburg, Md.,
—based American College of Den—
tists found ethics overwhelmingly
was the most important issue fac—
ing the profession, said Executive
Director Sherry Keramidas.
"Because our society has
changed so much in recent years,
they‘re taking a harder look at how
they need to respond and how they .
interact with patients and their own
staff and other members of the
medical profession," Keramidas
said. "This book will be a big
help."

MORGANTOWN, W.Va.
(AP) — A book to help dentists
sort through ethical dilemmas such
as AIDS and drug—addicted col—
leagues is long overdue for a pro—
fession facing problems similar to
physicians and nurses, industry
officials said.
"The ethical dilemmas con—
fronting dentists today are more
complex than at anytime before
given the effects of new diseases
like AIDS on the dental office,"
said Kathleen Todd of the Chi—
cago—based American Dental As—
sociation.
The recently published Dental
Ethics aims at dentists and dental
students required to study ethics
and professionalism under guide—
lines established in the late 1980s
by three major dental associations.
"It was surprising to me that
even among my colleagues when
I mentioned dental ethics, they
would ask, ‘What‘s an example of
an ethical issue in dentistry?"said
editor Bruce Weinstein, associate
director of the Center for Health
Ethics and Law at West Virginia
University.
&
Dos And Don‘ts For Dealing
"For every ethical issue in
_ medicine, I can show you an analo— With People With Disabilities
gous one in dentistry," Weinstein
said.
be dehumanizing.
By Jennifer Dixon
Two dozen clinicians and ethi—
His organization always refers
Associated Press Writer
cists coauthored the 243—page
to the person before the disability,
book, focusing on issues such as
WASHINGTON (AP) — such as saying "a child with men—
AIDS, patient confidentiality, ad— Don‘t call them crippled, handi— tal retardation" and not "a retarded
vertising, and conflicts between capped, retarded or "confined to a child."
dentists and hygienists.
The new language can create
wheelchair." They are not "vic—
Dr. Juliann Bluitt, associate tims" of AIDS or "afflicted" with some difficult problems. The
dean of student affairs at North— epilepsy.
ARC, for example, formerly was
western University‘s Dental | They are people — people with * called the Association of Retarded
School in Chicago, said there has disabilities.
Citizens, but some of its members
argued that the word "retarded"
As
the
Americans
with
Dis—
Bring Your Art Out
should not be used to describe them.
abilities
Act
moves
people
with
Into
&
Closet
Of The
~
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been an increased emphasis on eth—
ics over the past 10 years with little
specific material available.
"We‘ve been using textbooks
from philosophy, theology, the le—
gal profession and medicine as
guide posts in interpretation of the
things we deal with," said Bluitt,
who also is president of the Chi—
cago Dental Society.
;
Weinstein‘s book takes real
ethical dilemmas experienced by
dentists, presents a range of op—
tions and shows how each might
be justified.
"The answer depends on the
facts of the case but one of the
themes that emerges from the book
is that one has an ethical obliga—
tion to place the interest of the pa—
tient above one‘s own interests,"
Weinstein said.
A chapter of the book was de—
voted to treating patients with
AIDS and the issue of HIV—in—
fected dentists.
"Some argue because the risk
of transmission is so small that
there is no ethical obligation to dis—
close one‘s HIV status to patients,"
he said.
°
"Other people argue that even

—

Limited Edition Gallery

else an ethnic slur they know is
inflammatory.

custron
826 S. Cooper
722—5501
COOPER—YOUNG DISTRICT
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Paul Marchand, director ofgov—
ernment affairs for TheArc, a na—
tional organization on mental re—

4
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"It‘s been used in a derogatory
way foralongtime," Marchand said.
Still, they haven‘t found any—
thing to replace it. And others in
the community "think there are
bigger problems," Marchand said.
"And to some extent, they‘re cor—
rect."
The disabilities act, signed into
law by President Bush on July 26,
1990, prohibits discrimination
againstAmericanswith disabilities
by employers, state or local gov—
ernments, or businesses that serve
the public, such as hotels, restau—
rants or attorneys‘ offices.
People need to learn to separate
the person from the disability, he
said. "If they‘re thought ofand de—
fined by their disability," he said,
"the message is clear — they‘re®
not seen as people and their worth
as a person is diminished."
bec O88 Amn‘? you

Government Awards $8

Study Counters Controversial Theory

Million For Housing For

That AIDS Not Caused By HIV

HIV—Positive Persons

BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) — A
new study attacks the controversial
theory of a Berkeley scientist who
argues that widespread drug use, and
not the human immunodeficiency vi—
rus, causes AIDS.
The study found that drug use
alone did not trigger AIDS and that
only men with HIV developed the
disease — regardless of drug use.
Results of the study were published
today in the British scientific journal
Nature.
The article was the latest develop—
ment in a 5—year-old dispute between
Peter Duesberg, a virus researcher and
molecular biologist at the University
of California at Berkeley, and the
overwhelming majority of AIDS re—

WASHINGTON (AP) —The fed—
eral government is awarding more
than $8 million to help non profit or—
ganizations build housing for persons
infected with HIV.
The grants, announced Mar. 9 by
the.Department of Housing and Ur—
ban Development, will help develop
120 housing units as group homes or
small apartment complexes.
The projects and sponsoring
groups are:
Warburton Community Church,
Hartford, Conn., 23 units; North Gen—

eral Hospital, New York City, 27
units; Sisters of the Third Franciscan
Order, Syracuse, N.Y., 24 units;
Whitman—Walker Clinics, Inc., Wash—
ington, D.C. 13 units; Chicago House,
Chicago, 9 units; Damien Center, In—
dianapolis, 24 units.
The program provides advances to
the non—profit sponsors to finance new
construction, rehabilitation or pur—
chase of rental housing for the dis—
abled. The advance does not have to
be paid back if conditions are met.

Government Recommends

searchers and doctors, who agree that in Berkeley and the University oi
HIV causes acquired immune defi— California School of Public Health.
The researchers analyzed the
ciency syndrome.
Duesberg recently contended that health records and drug habits of
such illegal drugs as cocaine, amphet— ©1,027 Gay and heterosexual men in
amines and nitrite inhalants known as San Francisco over eight years begin—
"poppers" cause AIDS in Europe and ning in 1984.
None of the men who remainec
the United States. In Africa, AIDS is
caused by protein malnutrition, poor uninfected with HIV developed
AIDS, regardless of whether they
sanitation or parasites, he argues.
The human immunodeficiency vi— . used drugs, but HIV—infected men
rus, Duesberg maintains, is present in who used no drugs developed the dis—
AIDS patients as an invader taking ad— ease, researchers said. —
Duesberg on Mar. 10 accused the
vantage of already—damaged immune —
researchers of using sloppy and mis—
systems.
The study upholding the conven— leading statistics. He also claimed
tional view of HIV infection was con— their findings contained no "scientific
ducted by AIDS researchers at the verification" of the subjects‘ reported
State Department of Health Services drug use.

Voluntary HIV Testing by
Some Hospitals

Agency Vows
Tighter Watch

people learn of their HIV status and
get early treatment to delay the dis—
— ease and prolong their lives," said
Health and Human Services Secretary
Donna E. Shalala. "They will also be
able to take precautions to protect
loved ones."
Meanwhile, her department an—
nounced the availability of a toll—free
hotline for doctors and other health
care professionals to call with ques—
tions about treating patients with HIV
infection or AIDS.
The number — 1—800—933—3413
— is staffed from 10:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
EST, Monday through Friday, by a
physician, a pharmacist or nurse—prac—
titioner at San Francisco General Hos—
ie pital.
The new CDC recommendations
for hospitals advise voluntary testing
of everyone age 15 to 54 admitted to
the hospital or treated in the emer—
gency room, clinics or other outpa—
tient departments.
They urge hospitals to make the
tests routine if at least 1 percent of
their patients are infected with HIV,
or if one in 1,000 discharged patients
has full—blown AIDS.
The recommendations are based
on CDC studies that found HIV in—
fection rates as high as 8.9 percent
among those seeking care in some
emergency rooms, and 7.8 percent ;,
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Hospi—
tals with sizeable AIDS caseloads
should offer voluntary HIV testing to
every patient they admit or treat in
emergency rooms, the government
recommended Thursday.
Under new guidelines from the
Centers for Disease Control and Pre—
vention, voluntary testing for the
deadly virus would be routine in about
600 hospitals — 11% — primarily in
urban areas hit hardest by the epi—
demic.
The test results would be kept con—
fidential and people could not be de—
nied care because they refused to take
the test.
"These recommendatrons will help

among patients in some hospitals.
On HIV Testing
The agency used anonymous
blood samples from surveys in 1989—
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP)
90 to arrive at those figures.
— The Florida agency that oversees
It estimated that the tests would private laboratories is trying to im—
turn up more than two—thirds of HIV— prove procedures so that patients do
infected persons in those age groups not end up with inaccurate results on
hospitalized for conditions other than HIV tests.
AIDS. Studies have found most
The state Laboratory Licensing
people were unaware they were in— Board is the second Florida agency
fected, the agency said.
that has vowed to keep a closer watch
Jon Ross, a spokesman for the‘ on private labs that test for the deadly .
American Hospital Association in disease.
Chicago, called the CDC recommen— | The licensing board and theClini—
dations "very reasonable and work— | cal Lab Personnel Board became con—
able," but added, "Hospitals should cerned about the.labs after news
not be the only place or even the pri— reports about seven South Florida
mary place where these things are patients who were falsely told they
done." AIDS testing and counseling had tested positive for HIV.
should be encouraged at other points
The labs erred in a number of
in the public health system, too, he ways, including switching blood
said.
samples or test results and mislabeling

specimens, the Sun—Sentinel of Fort
Lauderdale reported Mar. 10.
"It‘s high time we try to do some—
thing about these errors," said Laura
Phillips, administrator of the Labora—
tory Licensing Board. "I‘d like to
reach out and get some national au—
thority, like the Centers for Disease
Control, to advise us."
Phillips said the licensing board
will ask state and national disease
SU | <experts to help Florida devise qual—
ity—control guidelines for labs that test
BREAKFAST —
for HIV, the virus thought to cause
AIDS.
VICTORIAN INN
Last year, a million HIV tests were
#7 Lema St.
— done in Florida. Eighty percent were I
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
performed by private labs, 20% by
501—253—9010
state labs. The labs are required to test
a patient‘s blood twice before they
inform a patient that they have tested
positive for HIV. But there are no
other rules the labs must follow. —
State officials say they have no
idea how often the private labs give .>
out wrong results to patients.
Phillips said the state licensing week and discussed ways to reduc:
Phillips said the labs should be re— agency will also investigate the errors in HIV testing. One concer:
quired to inform state officials when seven cases and try to determine is phlebotomists, people who drav
and label blood. While all other la‘:
they give out: inaccurate results for why the labs erred.
AIDS tests. "Requiring the labs to
The Clinical Lab Personnel personnel must be certified, phle—
tell us of their mistakes would be a Board, which oversees and certifies botomists only have to be trained.
step in the nght du‘ectron,” Phlllrps people who work in labs, met last

merge ras Thor Ie imenscromanonmy

By Christopher Connell
Associated Press Writer
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sonal ads are by no means the only
ways to meet new people.
"There are other opportunities
to meet people — churches, get— —
in Dallas, says that while his ser— ting involved in organizations, vol—
vice gets calls at least monthly unteering," Streff points out.
from a Gay person interested in "People have started volunteering
joining, he does not accept clients at the alliance and ended up meet—
seeking same—sex dates and has no ing someone."
plans to do so.
Janet, a Fort Worth woman who
"For a lot of reasons, I wouldn‘t helped start a monthly networking
feel particularly comfortable doing and social group for Lesbians,
that, but I don‘t think there‘s a mar— agrees that the variety of Gay— and
ket there anyway," says Law, who Lesbian—oriented clubs, social ac—
adds that his franchise agreement tivities and volunteer agencies
would not allow him to take cli— gives singles a variety of places to
meet.
s
ents seeking Gay matches.
Stinson and Phoenix, obvi—
"I see less of a need for a dating :
ously, disagree. So far, they‘ve service in the Lesbian community
signed up about 30 members, at because we have a networking sys—
$250 a pop, to six—month member— tem that lends itself to (introduc— —
ships. That membership is good for tions)," says Janet, who asked that
at least four dates; those who her last name not be used to pro—
haven‘t had four dates at the end tect her job. Her monthly group
of their six months get their mem— started seven years ago with about
bership extended to a year.
25 women; now the mailing list
— More women have called to in— contains hundreds of names, and
quire about the service than men, up to 125 women attend the gath—
but more men have actuallyjoined, erings each month.
Stinson says. The clients tend to
Meeting others can be difficult
be busy professionals, looking for for those new to the area, for those
a serious relationship or at least a newly coming out as homosexu—
als or who fear openly revealing
steady date.
The women run the business their sexual orientation, and for
more like a traditional match— those who are shy or don‘t make
maker. Rather than allowing mem— friends easily. In addition, Gays
bers to browse through photos and and Lesbians face societal con—
videos of other members, they straints that heterosexuals don‘t
screen members based on a multi have to deal with.
"We can meet in some of the
page personal profile and the
video, then suggest matches to same places as heterosexuals meet,
members. No introductions are ar— but there‘s less opportunity. A lot
ranged unless both parties approve. of the everyday situations a straight
~"They‘re not just saying person can use, we can‘t, orwe have
©You‘re Gay and you‘re Gay, so to be more careful," Flores says.
"Let‘s say in the workplace. A
we‘re going to hook you up,"" says
Gil Flores, a staff member at the heterosexual (man) can see a
Dallas Gay and Lesbian Alliance. woman he thinks is attractive and
"They‘re really putting thought approach herand ask her to din—
into (the matches). It seems they‘re ner without worrying. How can he —
really looking at it as a match— do that to a male co—worker?"
Stinson says her marketing re— —
making service."
McCord, for one, was intrigued search, which she conducted
by such personal touches as among numerous Gay singles,
Stinson and Phoenix chaperoning convinced her that that was a prob—
the first meeting between clients lem for many people. People who
andoffering to arrange private aren‘t comfortable being open _
HIV testing for clients who request about their sexual orientation or.
it. Though he hasn‘t had a date who cannot afford to be open be—
since he made his tape about a cause of their job or family also
month ago — ("They don‘t have find it particularly hard to meet
a very big client base yet, and I‘m others, she says. Many ofteir cli—
very picky") — he trusts their in— ents have not come our publicly.
Regardless, almost everyone is
stincts.
"By getting a chance to see (po— interested in the same thing, Phoe—
tential dates) on tape, you can tell nix says. Both men and women say
something about their personal— they want someone who‘s emo—
ity," McCord says. "They‘re not tionally supportive, monogamous,
going to try to match you up with interested in a committed relation—
ship, and who shares their interests.
just anybody."
""We don‘t get people saying they
Others are unsure how much
such a service is needed. Ron want a 5—foot—10 blond who makes
Streff, a board member of the $80,000 a year," Phoenix says.
Tarrant County Lesbian/Gay Al— "They want someone who loves
liance, says that while a video ser— horseback riding or movies, some—
vice might help people who don‘t one who wants the same things they
35
meetotherseasily, bars and per— __ do.
hes ree
ah ales
aP caa an "a al a

Video Services Make Gay
Matches
By Patricia Rodriguez
Fort Worth Star—Telegram
DALLAS (AP) — After his last
serious relationship ended about
_ two years ago, Mark McCord tried
all the usual ways to get back into
dating.
He went to bars, he answered
personal ads, he became more ac—
tive in church, he volunteered.
"I‘ve made a lot of nice
. friends," says McCord, 33, a Dal—
las interior designer and furniture
designer, "but no one special."
So when he heard about a new
video dating service expressly for
Gays and Lesbians, he decided it
was worth a try.
Alternative Visions, the new
Dallas service, hopes to attract
enough clients like McCord to pro—
vide for the Gay community what
video dating has provided for more.
than a decadein the heterosexual
community: a discreet way to meet
new people, without the time con—
straints and difficulty of going out
and finding them yourself.
"I saw a void in our commu—
nity, something that had been
_ needed for a long time," says Trudi
Stinson, 31, who began the busi—
ness in September. "There had to
be something for professional
people who didn‘t want to go to
bars or use the personal ads to meet
someone."
j
Stinson got the idea for the ser—
vice about three years ago, when
she realized that she and many of
her friends didn‘t really like the
dating scene, especially as they got
older. Although she is now hap—
pily involved in a long—term rela—
tionship with the service‘s market—
ing director, Wendi Phoenix,
Stinson recalls her single days a
little ruefully.
"I met people who drank, who

were into drugs, who weren‘t very
ambitious and were satisfied with
jobs making $5 an hour," Stinson
says. "I met a lot of people, but
they weren‘t necessarily people I
wanted to spend a lot oftime with."
A natural matchmaker with a
background in sales, Stinson de—
cided that was her niche: helping
people meet comfortably and
safely, with a minimum of hassle.
Stinson began researching ser—
vices, and while she found some
Gay dating services on the East
and West Coast, she couldn‘t find
anything in this area.
Dating services catering to het—
erosexuals usually won‘taccept
clients interested in dating mem—
bers of their own sex. Ted Law,
owner ofTogether Dating Service
22—The TriangletJoqurﬁrallNews— April 1993 _
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A VERY SPECIAL THANK—YOU TO:
BRANDI ALEXANDER
and
APHRODITE
for the very successful fundraisers benefiting LOVING ARMS. Also
thank you to WKRB and Menage and, all the many
volunteers who helped with this effort. Thank you to alf who attended.
Many HIV women and babies will benefit from these funds.
Again, thank you.
Love & Light...
Shelia Tankersley
. Exec. Director
Rachelle Mann —
Co—Director
——
* Re

mw .s

Lynda Dolbi
Secretary/Treasurer
Mike Tankersley.
Volunteer Coordinator

night fall, canoeing the rapids, and
survivalist war games. We want to make
friends in our area for friendship and
correspondence. This is not a sex ad. NO
fems, peacocks, or druggies need apply.
Just decent people. Age, race, gender,
political, sexual, social orientations no
problem... actually diversity is the spice of
life. Writeto: J.B., Rt3, Box280 C, Linden,
TN 37906.
GWM, 20, seeking correspondence with
sincere men, 18 to 25. Share interest or
fantasies. Descriptive letter and photo
receives mine. PO Box33, Hernando, MS
38632.
PERSONALS
GWM,59", 178#,br/bl, 40‘s. Enjoysmovies,
Attractive GWM, 28, 56", 130#, blond, dinners, theater, travel. Sincere, caring,
graduate student, likes: computers, discreet. SeekingGWM, 21—35with similar
alternative music, progressive politics, New qualities. Please reply to: Boxholder, PO
Age, physical fitness, cute dudes.. Write Box 38185, Memphis, TN 38183.
Jim, Rt. 1 Box 18, Gassville, AR 72635.
GWM, 6‘4", 200#, out—going, confident,
BALL—grabbin,‘ tug owar, pulling, yanking, optimistic, romantic, sensual, humorous,
professional. Have many interests.
stretchingsqueezing, oling, binding, slapping,
punching, kneeing, whipping. I‘m butch, bear,
Exercise, health, faith important. Looking
Brep & BREAKFAST
WM, 641", 205#, 42, floppy nuts, hairy bag. for a GWM, 30—plus, non—smoker, who
Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home Let‘s punish ‘em! Write: Dept. R—1, PO Box valuesthese qualitiesand cancomplement
furnished with antiques offers 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
my life in a monogamous relationship.
accommodations to men and women.
Eccentric Radical Faerieseeks companion.
Leland D.—Is it true that you have the
Home is located in small Tennessee River GWM, 39 (really!), average looks, above longest toenails on the North American
town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet average intelligence and sensitivity, continent and like togross—out people at
country dinner with complimentary wine.
adventurous; seeks he—bear or equivalent the beach and in public showers? Call me
Area activities include: boating, walking of sensitive and affectionate nature, also a D.Q. you sock—sniffing, pimple—backed,
trails, antique shops, auctions. Your hosts adventurous. Sensualitya plus, recreational Madonna—wannabe! Love, Steve.
are available to assist with planning local alcohol and drugs a minus. The rest we‘ll Nice—looking GWM, 37, seeks attractive
activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs (901) discuss. Will go to bar only if you two—step. youngerGWMwho ismasculine, discreet,
«_ 978—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
"Straight—acting," girth phobic centerfold— thin, clean, sexual and interested in the
Ozark Bed/Breakfast—5 wooded acres of only seskers should stay in their fantasy possibility of starting a serious
privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive nightmare.
monogamous relationship. Write me at:
resort for men & women. Hot tub. Country mail to E.R.F., 2529Tutwiler, Memphis, Dept. H—04, PO Box 11485, Memphis, TN
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge, TN 38112.
38111—0485.
*
R
Rt4 Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
GMCPL We love rural lifestyles, the fresh Pitin. Feliznumerocuencentodos. Sappo.
>
(501) 253—5283.
air, the quiet unhurried pace of life, our Cuan alto? Gracia por mi vida excellente.
~TheArbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa dogs, our friends, our gardens, hiking until Tu hace mo corazon correr con locura, —
1896. Located on Eureka Springs Historic
siempre.Amorybesosyabrazos. Esteban.
REAL MEN DO J/O! 100‘s of hot, homy
f Meetings at Memphis Lambda Center, Inca men arewaiting to getit on/off with you! 1—
1, Phone or group. Write CKC — PO Box
241 N. Cleveland Street
14690 — Chicago, IL 60614—0690. Always
Memphis, TN 38104
Discreet!
Robo—I understandthatOprah is doing a
(901) 276—7379
segment on "Big Truckers and Cops who
Phoenix (Gay Alcoholics Anonymous)
liketo havesex in theirvehicleswhiletheir
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
Sunday
partners watch." Bythe way, we have the
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Monday
sametravel agent. See you at the airport.
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Tuesday
Signed Mule.
Wednesday 8:00 pm Big Book Study
PROFESSIONALSERVICES
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
Saturday
Dependable and honest white males
(Last Saturday of month is birthday night with speaker.)

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 words
(including address orphone number) and
a $2.00 charge forthe use ofourP.O. Box.
Please specify ifyou wantto use our P.O.
Box. Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline forads is the 15th ofeach month.
Sendto TriangleJournalNews, Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds
must be submitted in writing and must
includeyournameandatelephonenumber
— where you can be reached to verify the ad.
If you would like a copy of the issue
your ad appears in, please send $1.00
to cover postage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announcements
and classifieds must be re—submitted each
month, in writing, by the 15th of the month.

District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated for
comfort but still maintaining its old world
charm, elegance, & romance. Picturesque
tree covered hollow. The Arbour Glen, #7
Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501)
253—9010.
MassAGE SERVICES
YOU
DESERVE
THE
BEST
California trained professional offers
full body therapeutic and sports massage.
1‘/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Personalized gift certificates available.
Craig 10 AM — 10 PM (901) 278—9768.

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
12 Issues for $15
mailed First Class, discreetly, so you
don‘t have to wait for the news.
NAME
_
ADDRESS
city
PHONE

STATE

Mail to
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

available for residential and commercial
cleaning. Weekly, bi—weekly, or monthly.
Freeestimates. CallWhiteGlove Services
at (901) 745—5628. Licensed. Excellent
references.
ROOMMATE
§
Roommate wanted to share large mid—
town home. $280/mo. All conveniences
including utilities, phone, cable, hot tub,
etc. Maybereached atanytime: (901) 276—
§
8161.
White male looking forresponsible person
toshare two bedroom home near Rhodes
College area. $225/mo., plus utilities. Call
.
(901) 327—8320.

Into The Light

(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women Only) — —
8:00pm Discussion (Open), | $1. \
Thursday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
Sunday
3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Sunday.)
g
meetin
ss
(Busine

Greenwood
Hollow Ridge

Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, but participa—
Friday
tion by other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.)

Ozark Bed & Breakfast
Exclusive Resort for
Men & Women
|
Hot Tub
Country Club Privileges

Al—Anon (Co—dependency meeting)
Call For Information

Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
6:30pm Discussion (Open)
Saturday
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization

formed for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—
Step meetings with a special outreach to the Gay and
Lesbian community.

ke-Wmﬁmmmmmﬁmyﬁ
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ZIP

Rt 4 Box 155
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
(501) 253—5283
a poeo vimeo

You were chosen 6y Good
to be who you are —
gay. (esbian or
heterosexual.
Jhe expression of
your sexu ityis a gift rom
God in making an:
building of relationships.

INJEGR1JY is afamily
s, Lesbians and
their friends withinthe
isc
Church.
INTgipGROngy is aplace to
flab community and
rt.
offers
INFEGRI1J
opportunitiesjog gjo'wtﬁ
prayer, frienasﬁiy and

understanding. —

INJEGR1JYJ meets every —
third Juesday ofthe
«month at Calvary
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
or more information, call
Doug Deaver at 726—40698

k or Joe Pfeiffer at 272—1207 /
Plsia astheThangleJSultiay
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Deaver) or 272—1207 (Joe Pfeiffer).
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379 or
454—1414.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: Rehearsals:
Tuesdays, 7:30pm, Prescott Memoria!
BaptistChurch, 499 Patterson «Mailing
address: 2058 Young Ave, Memphis
38104 # 276—4045.
Loving Arms (Volunteers who "love"
and "hold" babies atthe Med): Shelia
Tankersley, 8591 Greenbrook
Parkway, Southaven, MS 38671
# 393—0983.
Mature Gays: For information: John
Prowett, 1517 Court Ave., Ste. 4,
Memphis 38104—2402 @ 726—1547.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave, Memphis
38104 # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074,
Memphis 38174 # 728—GAYS.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports
Association: c/oMGLCC, Box41074,
Memphis 38174# 728—GAYS or458—
6023.
Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting place
for 12—step recovery programs +241 N.
Cleveland (above United Paint Store),
Memphis 38104 # 276—7379, 726—
6293, 527—1461, or 327—3676.
Memphis Phone Corps: # 278—2199 —
David.
Memphis State University Students for
Gay & Lesbian Awareness (GALA):
GALA c/o Office of GreekAffairs, MSU
38152.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
Memphis 38111—0042.
Minority Prison Project (MPP): For
information; John Prowett, 1517 Court
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402
## 726—1547.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
Memphis 38174—1822.
National Organization for Women
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
0982 # 276—0282.
§
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Alcoholics): Memphis LambdaCenter
# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Parents& FriendsofLesbiansAnd Gays
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Phoenix (Gay AA): Memphis Lambda
Centera 327—2447,276—7379, or454—
—
.
Positive Mental Attitude Association,
Inc: Former incarcerated drug users ®
28 N. Claybrook, Suite 1, Memphis
38104 # 276—PMAA.
Riverboat Gamblers Motorcycle Club:
Box 40404, Memphis, TN 38104
# 276—9939.
SeriouslySober (AA): Memphis Lambda
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Western
Dance Club —
266 Leonora Drive, Memphis, 38117
# 683—8916.
—
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Ave., Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402
# 726—1547.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
Wings: SocialClub»Box41784, Memphis
HolyTrinityCommunityChurch: Sunday ._ 88174—1784.
School: 9:45am; Worship Service: Women ofLeather: Box41322, Memphis
38127—1322.
Sundays at 11:00am, 6:30pm; Bible
sty. Wednesdays at 7:00pm; We Young & Proud: Mailing address: 675
North 4th, Memphis 38107—3704 #
CareAIDSSupportMinistry: Sat. 10am
529—8185.
* 2323 Monroe » Mailing address: Box
41648, Memphis, 38174—1648
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
= 726—9443.
Madison Heights: Gay computer bulletin
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tue.,
board + 300 — 2400 baud, Password
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm;
"Drummer" # 272—1216. —
Dinner, 7pm, $3; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o
rth American Bulletin Board
Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd, _ Operators Assoc. (NABBOA):
Memphis, TN38103#726—4698 (Doug
# 1794—0646 (Leave message
requesting membership to group 69).
< + x24—The TriangleJournal —April 1993
The Gay Memphis Resources
Directory is printed as a public
service, and its listings are free.
Agencies and businesses listed herein
have requested to be listed, but have not
been charged. Allphone numbers are area
— code 901 unless otherwise noted.
a
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
# 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store:
2947 Lamar 744—7494.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
## 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 1: 2857 Winchester
# 194—2997.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Road
# 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Road
# 144—4513.
:
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Avenue
# 373—5670.
—
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem: FeministBookStore+—930South
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: #726—4211. _
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 278—2835.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
estimates # 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office
# 745—5628.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Center
Memphis
Lambda
# 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Centera 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club » 4372 Kerwin
Drive, Memphis 38128.
American Gay Atheists (AGA)
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
38174—1371.
:
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
@ 452—5894.
_
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
1161 PoplarAve #15, Memphis 38105
# 156—5172.
Catholic Gay Men‘s Support Group:
Information # 725—5237.
Catholic Lesbians: Faith # 324—6949.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club— MeetsThursdays,
7pm PrescottMemorial BaptistChurch,
4267 Richwood, Memphis 38125
## 387—1567 or 753—1507.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS ServiceOrganization—Box40389,
Memphis 38174—0389 # 278—AIDS or
272—0855.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
Information # 725—4898. _
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of
America Memphis Chapter: For
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402 # 726—
1547.
Gays On Cleveland Street (GOCS):
Social Group » c/o The Hut, 102 N.
Cleveland,. Memphis
38104
#7259872.
:
>

The Personals: Gay computer bulletin Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N. Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental « Michael Sanders
Main, Suite 3310, Memphis 38103 #
board + 300 or 1200 baud
525—0417.
# 948—3998.
# 274—6713. (You must have a
computer and modem to access this Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N. See—S: Portraits & photography
Second, Suite 600, Memphis 38103 #
service.)
?
# 327—3760.
521—9996.
Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave
Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin
#272—STAR.
boardand computersupport. "Handles" Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
1903 LincolnAmericanTower, 60North Tiger Paw Windshield Repair &
accepted. 1200/2400 — baud.
Mid—America Mall, Memphis 38103
Replacement: Donna Watson
# 726—4073.
# 684—1332.
# 363—4629. 24 hr. phone service.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personal growth,
MASSAGE SERVICES
Grooming Salon+3700 S. Mendenhall,
spiritual counseling, alternative healing 5th Dimensions: Therapeutic, Swedish,
Memphis 38115 # 794—3047 or 365—
$215 Massage. In & out call # 795—
a 725—4898.
9716.
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral counseling
@ 278—9554.
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
Sandra & Troy Whittington
_ Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union,
massage, therapeutic touch and
# 685—8410. Free estimates, 24 hr.
Memphis 38104 # 726—1284.
preparation for movement. By
service.
appointment only @ 527—2273.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
:
MEDIA
Psychological Counselor « Simmons, Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sportsmassage
. by appointment = 377—7701.
Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon.
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold
. 6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90 + Box
Rd, Suite 316, Memphis 38118#369— Dave Everitt: Full bodySwedishmassage,
Shiatsu, Medical Massage#722—5522.
41773, Memphis 38174.
6050
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body Hera Sees: Bi—monthly newspaper
published by Hera Sees, Inc. + 1725—B
massage by appointment # 452—1875
Service, 1835 Union, Suite 101,
or Beeper 575—1230.
Madison Avenue, Memphis 38104
Memphis 38104 # 726—4586 » Sliding
fee scale.
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body _ 276—0543.
Weekly
newspaper
Northeast Mental Health Center:
massage by appointment. Please call Query:
published by Pyramid Publishing
# 382—3880.
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group
* Box 40422, Nashville 37204—0422
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
therapy + Fully Alive! =# 323—2078 AccentWith Flowers: Floral School, 1505
# (615) 327—3273.
« Sliding fee scale.
S.. Perkins, Memphis 38117 Triangle Journal News: Monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink ®
## 683—3007.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner Dabbles HairCo.: 19 N. Cooper, Memphis
#454—1411.
38104 # 725—0521.
.
@ 2742524.
_ Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall
NIGHT CLUBS / DINING
Veterinarian, 480 Pruitt Road, Oakland, Amnesia: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366. _.
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave, Suite 305,
Memphis 38111 # 458—0152.
TN 38060 # (901) 465—2699. Apartment Club: 343 Madison
For emergency care call
#525—9491.
Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes, |
Barbara‘s: 1474 Madison #278—4313.
## (901) 372—2215.
accounting services# 726—9082.
David Gairhan: A/C & refrigeration repair Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook # 726—4767.
FLORISTS
Chaps II: 111 N. Claybrook # 726—4767. ....
# 274—7011.
Botanica: 944 South Cooper, Memphis
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland # 725—9872.
38104 # 274—5767, 1—800—769—5767, Len Glosque: Carpentry # 276—0135.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7, J—Wags: 1268 Madison = 725—1909.
fax: 274—5688.
Memphis, TN 38104 # 278—5002.
Ménage: 1680 Madison # 725—1745.
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
Ave., Memphis 38104 @ 274—8103. = Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise. Midtown: 2146 Young @ 726—9614. ___...
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, Oops: 1349 Autumn#272—1634. _
Park East Florist: 6005 Park, Memphis
52 N. Second, Memphis 38103 — Pipeline: 1382 Poplar = 726—5263.
38119
#
761—2980.
_
Reflections: 92 North Avalon
@ 525—5302.
Sweet Peas: 111 South Highland a 324—
# 2721525.
&
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
6873 and 80 Monroe # 525—7775.
WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madison
Antiques:
2613
Broad
Avenue
GRAPHICS
# 278—9321.
# 454—0386.
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Suite Have
Bar Will Travel: Bartending for
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
103, Memphis 38104 # 2762101.
private functions + Lisa Gray (The Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
Hotel) # 726—5910.
Developments: 194 Looney Ave,
distinctive nature photography « Joe BobPeabody
Hughes,
MS:
Yoga
and
relaxation
Memphis
38107 # 525—3044.
Pfeiffer = 272—1207.
classes +# 682—0855.
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